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25 years after
the Americans
with Disabilities
Act, states are
finally focusing
on the law’s
biggest failure.
(Hint: It’s not parking spaces
or wheelchair ramps.)
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Daniel C. Vock, J.B. Wogan

ithout Frank Munsey and George Perkins, there
would have been no Bull Moose Party. The role
of money in politics is a theme throughout Doris
Kearns Goodwin’s The Bully Pulpit. She writes
that Theodore Roosevelt could not have run his third presidential
campaign without the support of newspaper publisher Munsey
and J.P. Morgan ﬁnancier Perkins.
More than 100 years and countless reforms later, men with
money still seem to dominate our politics. One example is Rex
Sinqueﬁeld, who has donated nearly $40 million to campaigns
and candidates in Missouri and is the subject of a feature by Alan
Greenblatt in this issue. Money has always been central to elections, and a strong case could be made that our reforms have only
made things worse. Rather than limiting the inﬂuence of wealthy
individuals like Sinqueﬁeld, reforms
have instead strengthened his input
and diluted the inﬂuence of political parties to the detriment of both
democracy and effective governance.
That’s the view of Jonathan
Rauch, a senior fellow at the Brookings Institution. In the crisp and invigorating paper Political Realism: How
Hacks, Machines, Big Money and BackRoom Deals Can Strengthen American
Democracy, Rauch describes how
“progressive, populist and libertarMark Funkhouser, Publisher ian reformers have joined forces”
against “transactional politics” and
political machines, only to render governing more difficult and
government less effective. Rauch isn’t arguing for the return of
the likes of Tammany Hall, but for a more realistic view of how
the hard work of governing actually gets done: Agreements are
made among competing interests by people skilled at making
deals. No one gets all they want, but the institutions of government
aren’t weakened.
“If public approval is the gauge,” writes Rauch, “the collapse of
machine politics is a disaster: people rightly perceive that politics
is more contentious, more ideological and less productive than in
the past, and they are justiﬁably disgusted.”
In my view, much of what has been called reform is driven by
the view that politics is inherently bad. One result of this view
is an ever-expanding deﬁnition of corruption. The reality, however, is that politics is simply the process by which we govern
ourselves. There is no alternative other than chaos. The “political
realism” Rauch argues for is one that gives politicians the tools
they need while seeing “governing as difficult and political peace
and stability as treasures never to be taken for granted.” As a former politician, I say amen to that.
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LETTERS

From Some, Less-Direct
Democracy Means Greater
Inﬂuence
selves more power, state legislators could
make issues that concern them less relevant.
Around the country, there’s been a lot of
discussion in recent years about abolishing
the 17th Amendment. Adopted in 1913, it
took the job of electing U.S. senators away
from state legislatures, letting voters choose
directly instead. Some legislators, particularly
on the right, have come to view that as a mistake, arguing it has upset the nation’s political
balance of power and allowed Congress to
trounce on state sovereignty. “It decouples
our U.S. senators from their home state,” says
Indiana state Sen. Jim Smith. “There have
been many, many examples of the U.S. Senate
not acting in the best interest of the states.”
Smith has introduced a bill that would
nullify Indiana’s vote to ratify the 17th Amendment. Other bills in other states have called
either for the amendment’s outright repeal
or some mechanism allowing legislators to
nominate party nominees for Senate. Such
legislation hasn’t gathered much momentum,
but simply raising the idea brings renewed
attention and respect from U.S. senators, says
Tennessee state Sen. Frank Niceley. “If I could
rewrite the Constitution, I would remove the
17th Amendment,” says Steven Rogers, a
Saint Louis University political scientist who
has studied the issue. “It is a little perplexing
to me that the states have no direct representation within the federal government.”

But Electing the Senate, a new book that
examines how U.S. Senate elections played
out in the decades prior to the amendment’s
adoption, suggests that letting legislatures
make the call wasn’t always pretty. Even
though legislative majorities (not surprisingly)
nearly always chose senators from their own
party, the process was a huge distraction,
often requiring multiple ballots and frequently
resulting in deadlocks that could leave states
without Senate representation for as long as
two years.
With Senate elections as “the focal point
of partisan power struggles,” write political
scientists Wendy J. Schiller and Charles Stewart III, bribery of legislators was rife. Adjusted
for inﬂation, more money was spent bribing
legislators to decide one Senate contest in
Montana in 1899 than the total amount spent
on the Senate race there in 2012. “The extent
of corruption under this system cannot be
overstated,” they write.
Smith, the Indiana senator, says that
there’s a lot more transparency surrounding
campaign ﬁnance and politics in general than
was the case prior to 1913. He says returning
Senate selection to legislatures would have
beneﬁcial effects outweighing fears of possible corruption.
But he doesn’t deny that races for state
legislative seats would become largely referenda on U.S. Senate picks. The kind of money
that ﬂoods into states during redistricting

FLICKR/MARK WARNER

Some state
lawmakers want
to end the direct
election of U.S.
Senators.

37

Number of Tennessee welfare
applicants who tested positive for
illegal drug use in the ﬁrst six months
the state began testing last year; the
ﬁgure amounts to roughly 0.2 percent
of total applicants.

20
Minutes that Montgomery County,
Md., will delay school start times next
year, from 7:25 a.m. to 7:45 a.m., to
let students get more sleep.
SOURCES: THINKPROGRESS, GOVERNING, WASHINGTON POST, THE PEW CHARITABLE TRUSTS; IMAGE: SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

IT’S POSSIBLE THAT by granting them-

having too much inﬂuence. But doesn’t
that seem to be just as true with the 21stcentury direct-election system?
And, from a Madisonian constitutional
perspective, it’s the House that was supposed to have the people’s say, while the
Senate was supposed to be more state-representative and cool the measures of the
House. Many people may—rightly—reject
that original intent and be glad to have a
Senate that acts more like the House. But I
ﬁnd myself thinking that the 17th Amendment really was a good idea.
[This movement, however,] reminds
me of local governments that keep playing with their organization but never get
to the real issues that prevent good working government. That may just be the case
here; forget about rearranging the deck
chairs and get to work on the fundamental
issues in modern campaigns.
— Phillip G on Governing.com

THE BREAKDOWN

0

$

Public funds used in Florida to help
enroll people in Obamacare during
the second enrollment phase of the
Affordable Care Act. nevertheless,
Florida signed up more new enrollees
than any other state.

1/5

Proportion of states’ total economic
activity accounted for by federal
spending in ﬁscal year 2013.
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No Consensus
In his April Observer article “For Some,
Less-Direct Democracy Means Greater
Inﬂuence,” Alan Greenblatt discussed
a movement among some state legislators to abolish the 17th Amendment,
which took the job of electing U.S. senators away from state legislatures. The
lawmakers argued that the amendment
upset the nation’s political balance of
power and allowed Congress to trounce
state sovereignty.

Airline Dispute
In his April Economic Engines column
“Air Controllers,” Alex Marshall wrote
that airline mergers and deregulation
have led to fewer ﬂights, higher prices,
and more restrictions and fees. He suggested that states and cities lobby Washington “for a regulatory environment
that works for everyone, not just for the
airlines, and promote alternatives to air
travel. This could mean paying Amtrak
to provide better rail service and promoting low-cost intercity bus service.”
The column prompted this exchange
between the columnist and a reader.

Somehow the 17th Amendment threatens
state sovereignty? That is the most ridiculous thing I’ve heard. How does taking
away the vote of the people to choose
their senators threaten state sovereignty?
— Lance Bailey on Facebook

Is deregulation the problem? Before
deregulation, didn’t the airlines have a
negative proﬁt and seats were so expensive that the middle class seldom ﬂew?
Deregulation made things better.
[And] despite incredible growth, airlines have not come close to returning the
cost of capital, with proﬁt margins of less
than 1 percent on average over the last 60
years. How would you propose to subsidize money-losing air routes?
— WillieWilmette on Governing.com
@WillieWilmette, your arguments that
airlines are not returning the cost of capital is, in my mind, an argument for greater
regulation, not the converse.
A number of other points that are often
forgotten: One, transportation systems are
networks. It doesn’t make sense to look
at one isolated line and ask if it makes a
proﬁt. You need to look at a whole system.
That is often forgotten when people talk
about “subsidizing” individual lines.
Two, with greater proﬁts and the
assurances of proﬁt, airlines could modernize more quickly. Airplanes are old,
and the industry is not modernizing as
quickly because airlines don’t have the
conﬁdence to make big purchases that
take years to pay off and won’t be delivered for years.
Three, it’s not really a good argument to
talk about deregulation versus regulation.
Air travel is heavily regulated now and
always will be. What we’re talking about
is what kind of regulation and how much.
— Alex Marshall on Governing.com

FLICKR/COREY SEEMAN

It should be gone. [The 17th Amendment] removed the states’ ability to inﬂuence the federal government. It turns
the Senate into a six-year version of the
House. Repeal 17, or face a constitutional
convention.
— Steve Smith on Facebook
I do have to admit that the 17th Amendment didn’t really meet its stated goals—
the accusation, as this article states, was
that money and partisan interests were
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L.A.’s Fast-Food Fail

APIMAGES.COM

IN THE FIGHT against obesity, urban leaders

of the study, in a press release,“but it has
had no measurable impact in improving diets
or reducing obesity.”
Much of the ban’s failure has to do with
how the ordinance was crafted. For one thing,
it only applied to freestanding chain restaurants, so new fast-food joints were still free
to open in strip malls or other shared spaces.
It also didn’t affect existing restaurants, other
than prohibiting new drive-thru windows and
additional ﬂoor space. Since the ban, fastfood chains have opened at about the same
rate in South L.A. as in other parts of the city.
“There was a complete disconnect between
the justiﬁcation and the policy,” wrote Sturm
and researcher Aiko Hattori.
The move was intended to be part of a
larger effort that included attracting more
grocery stores and farmers markets—that
hasn’t yet happened, City Councilman Bernard Parks, who co-authored the zoning ordinance, told the Los Angeles Times. In South
L.A., as in many other low-income neighborhoods, there just aren’t many options for
healthy, affordable food.
To understand what policies do curb obesity, a team of Drexel University researchers
completed an exhaustive review of studies
evaluating various public health experiments.
They found that policies that improve the

have proposed everything from menu-labeling
to soda bans to prohibitions on trans fats. So
far only a scant number of bans or restrictions
have been implemented across the country,
making it difﬁcult to gauge policies’ effectiveness. But that’s slowly starting to change.
One of the most sweeping initiatives—
and, it turns out, one of the least successful—was Los Angeles’ fast-food ban. The
2008 measure prohibited the opening or
expansion of fast-food restaurants in a part
of South L.A. that had high obesity rates.
“Ultimately, this ordinance is about providing
choices—something that is currently lacking
in our community,” Jan Perry, the councilmember who proposed the ban, said at the
time. (Perry was term-limited out in 2013.)
Despite intense lobbying from the restaurant industry and national news stories questioning government overreach, the measure
was implemented.
But obesity rates in South L.A. didn’t go
down, they went up. And they did so faster
than in other parts of Los Angeles. The
results are detailed in a recent study led by
the RAND Corp. and published in the journal
Social Science & Medicine. The ban “may
have symbolic value,” said Roland Sturm,
RAND senior economist and the lead author

nutritional quality of foods, such as trans-fat
bans or limits on the availability of sugary
products, can be effective. The research
showed less promising results for building
supermarkets in underserved areas and setting nutritional information requirements.
The Los Angeles ordinance represents
one of the rare local policy interventions speciﬁcally targeting unhealthy foods. In 2013,
a few Austin, Texas, city council members
wanted to study the possibility of banning
fast-food restaurants in designated zones
where children congregate. That proposal
was voted down. Last year, a court struck
down New York City’s high-proﬁle attempt to
ban oversized sodas. More recently, though,
Berkeley, Calif., voters approved a 1-centper-ounce tax on sugar-sweetened beverages, making it the ﬁrst U.S. city to pass a
punitive tax on sodas.
The bottom line is that the ﬁght against
obesity will require a more comprehensive
solution than imposing a single ban or a new
tax. “There’s not going to be any one policy
that ﬁxes the problem,” says Susan Babey,
who studies obesity and dietary behavior at
the UCLA Center for Health Policy Research.
“It’s going to have to be a set of policies that
address a number of issues.”
—Mike Maciag
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DAVID KIDD

My Sister’s Keeper
WHEN PRESIDENT OBAMA unveiled
a campaign last year to help young
men and boys of color, it won support
from both the left and the right. Joe
Jones, who runs the Baltimore-based
nonproﬁt Center for Urban Families,
saw the bipartisan buy-in ﬁrsthand while
attending a White House kickoff event.
“There was one iconic moment that
let me know we were onto something,”
Jones says, “because we had Al Sharpton
and Bill O’Reilly in the same room.” Not
only did civil rights leaders join with
conservative pundits in lauding the
initiative, but more than 200 mayors
have since committed to making My
Brother’s Keeper a part of local policy.

That’s great, some critics have
said, but what about girls?
In some circles, there’s tempered
enthusiasm for a federal campaign that
excludes an entire gender. “If black
women don’t have any wealth, then
there’s no way their sons are going to
have access to wealth,” says Rachel
Gilmer, an associate director at the
African American Policy Forum, a
think tank in New York. In fact, across
many of the measures the White House
used as justiﬁcation for focusing on
black males, she says, “you’d need
a microscope to see the difference
between how black boys and black
girls are doing.”

If the White House had relied on
data to drive policy, My Brother’s Keeper
should have included both genders, said
a February report from the Institute
for Women’s Policy Research (IWPR),
another think tank. The institute
reviewed 114 data-based assertions
made in a White House interim report
on My Brother’s Keeper and found
that only nine of them highlighted
cases in which black boys were worse
off than black girls. Most of the data
actually showed that communities
of color, regardless of gender, fare
worse than white communities.
The analysis wouldn’t be so damning
except that Obama and his staff have
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THE BREAKDOWN

foundations. Last month, Obama
announced the formation of the
My Brother’s Keeper Alliance, a
standalone nonproﬁt intended to
continue the president’s policy
campaign after he has left office.
The policy is already making an
impact in local programs. Washington,
D.C., Mayor Muriel Bowser, in her
ﬁrst month in office this January,
announced an all-boys public high
school for racial minorities. She’ll
also invest $20 million in public and
private funding for Empowering
Males of Color, the D.C. spinoff of
My Brother’s Keeper, which will
go toward improving literacy and

A new focus on helping young
black men ignores a crucial
element: girls.
Critics of the White House
initiative acknowledge that there are
legitimate examples of black boys
experiencing problems to a greater
extent than girls. They’re more likely
to be the victims of a homicide. They
score worse in reading proﬁciency
as fourth-graders. They’re more
likely to drop out of high school.
And they’re less likely to enroll in
or complete higher education.
But in many cases the
achievement gap between boys and
girls is reversed. As fourth-graders,
girls score worse in math proﬁciency.
Across all racial groups, girls are
more likely to live in poverty. Young
women between the ages of 18 and
24 are less likely to graduate with
degrees in science, technology,
engineering or mathematics.
They’re more likely to earn lower
wages than men. They also tend to
experience higher rates of obesity.
So far, My Brother’s Keeper
has raised almost $500 million
in funding from businesses and

academic achievement among
boys of color in schools. A survey
by the U.S. Conference of Mayors
last year showed that other large
cities have already created similar
programming around the policy.
In response to criticism, the White
House released a report last fall that
discussed ways in which the Obama
administration has helped women and
girls of color over the years, mostly
through race- and gender-neutral
initiatives, such as the Affordable
Care Act and First Lady Michelle
Obama’s Let’s Move campaign.
The White House committed to a
working group and a listening tour
focused on the challenges faced by
young women and girls of color.
But Hartmann says that’s not
enough. My Brother’s Keeper
should be rebranded to serve all
youth of color. “They live in the
same families,” Hartmann says.
“They go to the same schools, and
they have the same problems.”

$

42,550
Amount of spare change left at security
checkpoints at John F. Kennedy International Airport in New York last year,
the highest amount of any airport in the
country. Added up, all the coins left at the
nation’s airports totaled $674,841.06
in 2014. The Transportation Security
Administration uses the money to help
fund its PreCheck program.

1to2

Historically, the number of earthquakes
of magnitude 3.0 or greater
experienced in Oklahoma every
year. Today, the Sooner State sees that
many earthquakes every day—
an increase linked to the rise of
oil fracking, according to the U.S.
Geological Survey. Oklahoma ofﬁcials
recently acknowledged that link for the
ﬁrst time.

4.6%

Percentage of students (519 of them)
in Madison, Wis., whose parents
refused to let them take the state’s
standardized tests this year. That’s up
from 87 students last year.

1/2

Portion of children born in the
United States to mothers who
receive Medicaid beneﬁts.

—J.B. Wogan
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proudly declared that My Brother’s
Keeper is based on a dispassionate
review of the evidence. In reality,
federal officials chose to disregard
the evidence out of political
expedience, says Heidi Hartmann,
who heads the IWPR. She argues
that My Brother’s Keeper “hits the
political sweet spot” by placating
some minority advocates as well as
conservatives who perceive black boys
as “dangerous.” My Brother’s Keeper
“doesn’t say the problem is racism [or
that] the problem is communitywide,”
Hartmann says. “This program
says the problem is the black boys
and we are going to ﬁx them.”
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AGs Ascending

What’s behind the prominent rise of state attorneys general?
THERE’S STRENGTH IN NUMBERS.

But the main impetus was being able
to convince entire industries to change
their ways. Sure, the money is often
nice, but altering business practices
has also been a prime motivator. “Our
major task is to change behavior,”
Betty Montgomery, a one-time AG
in Ohio, said back in 2002 about
her work chairing a pharmaceutical
industry task force for the National
Association of Attorneys General. The
money collected through settlements,
she said, was only “incidental.”
Attorneys general today are much
more likely than their forebears not
just to join hands with peers across
state lines but also to act in concert
with allied policy groups such as the
Sierra Club or the U.S. Chamber of
Commerce. AGs, after all, are often
concerned with forcing action, not
just from private-sector players but
the federal government as well. AGs
have used the court system to push
Washington to address a number of
issues, such as climate change and
acid rain. “Rather than resisting the
growth of a national regulatory state

SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

No one understands that better
than state attorneys general.
Over the past two decades, AGs
have banded together to launch
dozens of lawsuits. The resulting
settlements have not only brought
billions into state coffers, but also
changed the regulatory landscape in
areas such as health care, banking and
energy. The role of de facto national
policymakers that state AGs have
assumed for themselves—and how
they were able to pull this off—is the
subject of a new book called Federalism
on Trial, by Marquette University
political scientist Paul Nolette.
The shift began with the massive
settlement with the tobacco industry
back in 1998. Having failed to get a
deal through Congress, state AGs got
cigarette makers not only to pony up
more than $200 billion, but also to agree
to change their marketing strategies.
If tobacco is still the biggest deal
the AGs have pulled off, it’s far from
the only one. Since 1980, state AGs have
launched more than a hundred cases
against the pharmaceutical industry
alone. As Nolette points out, the
relatively few cases brought by more
than one attorney general back in the
1980s typically involved fewer than ﬁve
states. Today, there are far more cases
involving far more actors. “Litigation
involving over half of the nation’s AGs,
once an unusual event, represents over
40 percent of all the multistate cases
conducted since 2000,” Nolette writes.
Why are AGs banding together? For
one thing, a series of federal statutes
offered them more resources and
authority. Many social policies enacted
since the Great Society of the 1960s
carved out large enforcement roles for
the judiciary, which in turn created
openings for attorneys general.

that threatens to expand federal power
at the expense of states, AGs have more
frequently used coordinated litigation
to promote the expansion of national
regulation,” according to Nolette.
Of course, AGs have also pushed
back against the feds, particularly
during the Obama era. Republicans and
their allies have been more aggressive in
recent years in funding AG candidates,
erasing the historic Democratic
advantage held in the office nationwide.
Participation in multistate lawsuits,
like everything else, has grown more
partisan in recent years. Republican
AGs are “far more active” now than
they were the last time a Democrat
was president, Nolette writes, seeking
to block the administration in areas
such as the Affordable Care Act and
environmental regulations that were
proposed, in fact, to answer complaints
brought by earlier generations of AGs.
Regardless of party or target, it’s clear
AGs will continue to view litigation not
only as a tool for enforcing the law, but
also as one to shape national policy.

“

WHY DIE ON MARS
WHEN YOU CAN LIVE
IN SOUTH DAKOTA?”
—The new slogan for South Dakota’s
advertising campaign aimed at attracting
g
young people to move to the state.
SOURCE: THE WASHINGTON POST
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SCHOOL OF PUBLIC AND
ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS
INDIANA UNI V ERSI T Y

Whether on campus or online, consider these numbers:

#1
#2
#1
#1
#3
#3

ranked public affairs school at a public university
among 266 schools nationwide including:
Environmental Policy and Management
Nonprofit Management
Public Finance and Budgeting
Public Management/Association

Your professional experience may earn you up to
Online students average more than
Over

32,000

10

12

graduate credits

years of professional experience

graduates ready to help you launch your career

Online . . .

On campus . . .

SPEA

SCHOOL OF PUBLIC AND ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS
AT INDIANA UNIVERSITY

SPEA CONNECT

Lead for the Greater Good

ONLINE MPA AND CERTIFICATE PROGRAMS

speaconnect.indiana.edu

spea.indiana.edu
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Politics + Policy

| ASSESSMENTS
By Alan Ehrenhalt

Pavement Enslavement
The message from a “pariah”—stop building new highways—is gaining traction.

JOHN CONNELLY PHOTOGRAPHY

At a TEDx
event, Charles
Marohn explains
the difference
between a road
and a street.

t would be easy to dismiss Charles
Marohn as a crank. At a time when
half of Washington is batting around
numbers that purport to reveal how
much money Congress should spend to
save the nation’s troubled transportation system, Marohn is suggesting the
simplest number of all: zero. What the
system needs, Marohn says, isn’t a big
infusion of cash, but a thorough examination of what it ought to be doing in the
ﬁrst place. Barring such an examination,
he wouldn’t give the transportation system a dime.
Marohn is an unrepentant iconoclast,
but he is no crank. He is a soft-spoken
civil engineer from small-town Minnesota who spent most of two decades
giving local governments conventional
advice on how to build and repair roads,
sidewalks and bridges. His solutions came
straight out of the Green Book, published
by the American Association of State
Highway and Transportation Officials, the
bible that engineers all over the country
use in dealing with transportation issues.
But eventually he decided that his advice
wasn’t worth much. He was telling com-

munities to build high-speed streets and
highways that were neither attractive
nor safe. What the local residents really
needed, Marohn came to believe, was lessintrusive, lower-speed infrastructure that
fostered human-scale street life and a safe
pedestrian presence.
So Marohn put aside his Green Book
and became an activist. He started the
blog Strong Towns and began putting his
dissenting ideas into print. He followed
up by developing a presentation of these
ideas, called the Curbside Chat, and taking it to audiences around the country.
He found himself attracting good-sized
crowds and coverage in the local media.
Five years and 200 Curbside Chats
later, Marohn has made himself a stealthy
presence in the current debate over federal transportation law. Some of the players in Washington have barely heard of
him. But if you ask local leaders in Sarasota, Fla., or Sandpoint, Idaho, or York,
Pa., you will ﬁnd many who not only know
about him but also pay attention to him.
“There’s a groundswell that we’re giving
voice to,” he insists. “Our strength is talking to normal people.”

I

I spoke with Marohn by phone
recently as he drove to Palm Beach, Fla., to
give a Curbside Chat presentation before
ﬂying to La Crosse, Wis., to give another
one the next night. He reiterated his view
that the country can survive a while longer without a sweeping new federal transportation bill. Doing nothing, he said, “is
preferable to throwing a lot of money at
the current approach.”
The gospel according to Marohn is
simple enough to put into a few words:
We have built too many highways. We
have built them in places that didn’t need
them. We have built them in places that
can’t afford to maintain them. That’s why
the federal Transportation Trust Fund is
going broke. And if Congress approves
a new transportation bill under the old
rules, we’ll just build more unneeded
roads and force the communities that host
them into a further cycle of debt.
Marohn isn’t against spending federal
dollars to repair the infrastructure we
have. He’s against handing more money
over to transportation planners who
will always be able to ﬁnd an excuse to
build something new. “The present system is overbuilt and is going to contract,”
Marohn recently wrote. “We have so
much transportation infrastructure that
every level of government is now choking
on maintenance costs. I’m tired of seeing
bridges fall down and expensive roads go
bad while we spend billions on new stuff
we will never be able to maintain.”
Marohn identiﬁes himself as a conservative Republican, a stance that seems
compromised in some ways by his close
ties to the New Urbanist movement, most
of whose leaders are liberal Democrats.
But in keeping with his Republican roots,
Marohn makes his arguments against
highway building from a ﬁscal perspective. He doesn’t talk much about climate
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change, aesthetics or social justice. He
talks about wasting the taxpayers’ money.
Marohn tells his Curbside audiences
that highway building and suburban
sprawl are essentially a Ponzi scheme.
A new interchange or bypass connected
to an interstate highway brings a community a much-appreciated windfall as
residential and commercial development
takes place near the highway, and the
homeowners and commercial tenants
begin contributing property taxes to the
local treasury. For a few years, everyone is
happy. But in the long run, property taxes
aren’t sufficient to meet the costs that the
development creates: additional sewers,
road repair, and the creation of new parks
and public schools to cater to the families
that move in.
The local government can cover these
bills by attracting more growth, and this
is what many of them do. The new round
of growth pays for the previous one—this
is why Marohn calls it a Ponzi scheme.
But the opportunities for growth are ultimately ﬁnite, and eventually most communities are forced into debt to pay for all
the growth they have cheerfully approved.
“Few cities,” Marohn says, “have any clue
of the scale of their commitment for infrastructure maintenance.”

trust fund was broadened to include transit as a way of attracting urban and some
suburban votes; those votes are likely to be
as crucial now as they were in the 1980s.
Defunding new highways altogether is
not an idea that Congress is likely to take
seriously as it debates a long-term transportation policy. Republicans have ﬂirted
with it, though. Earlier this year, two
GOP lawmakers, Sen. Mike Lee of Utah
and Rep. Tom Graves of Georgia, proposed what they call the Transportation
Empowerment Act, which would reduce
the gas tax from its current 18.4 cents a
gallon to 3.7 cents over ﬁve years and turn
almost all responsibility for the federal
highway system to the states. The modest amount of money left in the trust fund
would be used only for maintenance of
existing highways. Any state that wanted
a new highway within its borders would
have to ﬁnance the project with its own
tax money.
This idea is a nonstarter for congressional Democrats and the Obama administration, and for a signiﬁcant number of
Republicans as well. It has no chance of
being enacted into law. But it attracted
an angry blast from the engineering and
road-building establishment, whose leaders argue that in the antitax environment
that prevails across much of the country,
most states would not replace the federal
money they were losing. Crucial infrastructure needs would go unmet. Marohn,
unpredictable as usual, responded that
the Republican idea might be worth listening to. At ﬁrst, he wrote recently, “I
wasn’t an advocate of the Transportation
Empowerment Act. If you are deﬁned by
your enemies, however, having hysteric
members of the infrastructure cult line
up against it makes me think it deserves
a lot more attention.”
In fact, it’s not so certain that states
would simply turn their backs on infrastructure responsibilities if the federal gas tax went away. As the highly
respected transportation blogger Kenneth Orski has carefully documented,
states have actually been quite busy on
the transportation front while Congress

arohn’s is a coherent theory of
how governments got themselves into the predicament
that now befalls them. There
are plenty of others. The federal gas tax
hasn’t been increased by Congress since
1993. Given a sufficient boost, it might
come close to supporting the nation’s
infrastructure needs in 2015. Marohn
argues that even if this is true, the gas
tax hike that would be required now for
catch-up purposes would be so large as to
be politically impossible. On this score, he
is probably right.
Free-market conservatives say that
had the Highway Trust Fund not been
“raided” during the Reagan administration to include money for mass transit, it
would be much closer to solvency than it
is today. This may be true as well. But the

M

has made little progress. Orski reports
that 23 states, many of them solidly
Republican, have considered measures
to raise transportation revenue this year.
Several have gone for increases in their
state gas taxes. Georgia, no bastion of
free-spending ﬁscal policy, raised its fuel
tax to 21.7 cents and indexed it to inﬂation. Maine Gov. Paul LePage, as cranky
an antitax zealot as there is in the country, has proposed a new $2 billion plan to
rehabilitate state infrastructure.
So it’s at least plausible that quite a
few states would put serious money into
infrastructure if the federal trust fund
went away. That would give Marohn a
sort of moral victory over the highway
construction lobby, his arch-enemy. But
it wouldn’t really satisfy him, because
for the most part the states have been as
ﬁxated on new construction as the feds
are. A true victory for Marohnism would
require not just a shift in transportation
dollars but also a shift in transportation
thinking. That doesn’t seem to be on the
immediate horizon.
Still, there are small signs of change
even at the policymaking level. President
Obama’s six-year transportation proposal,
while no more likely to be approved intact
than the Republican plan, does include
some touches friendly to Marohn and his
mavericks. One provision would make it
possible for states to charge tolls on more
interstate highways. Another term would
encourage more experiments in congestion pricing.
Meanwhile, in Ohio, the cities of
Cleveland and Akron told the Department of Transportation recently that
they wanted to divert some of their state
money away from construction of new
roads and into maintaining the existing ones: a “ﬁx it ﬁrst” policy. The state
turned them down. For those who share
Marohn’s attitude toward transportation
policy, however, what those cities wanted
to do could be seen as a straw in the wind.
“I’m a pariah,” Marohn admits. “But I’m
making progress.” G
Email aehrenhalt@governing.com
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Politics + Policy

| POTOMAC CHRONICLE
By Donald F. Kettl

The Cookie Conundrum
Are schools going overboard regulating snack food in the classroom?
ust by sending a frustrated tweet,
a suburban Philadelphia mother
set off a tsunami. “Insanity!” the
woman fumed. “I have to sign a
permission slip so my middle-schooler
can eat an Oreo.” She was telling the truth,
and her tweet inadvertently launched a
national debate over whether a lawsuitcrazed society had ﬁnally gone too far.
The cookie in question was actually
a Double Stuf Oreo. The permission slip
came one day in March from Darlene
Porter, a teacher at Welsh Valley Middle
School in the suburbs of Philadelphia.
The purpose: an experiment on the
earth’s tectonic plates.
According to the permission slip, students would “model plate movement and
observe earth’s features,” using the cookie
to “simulate the 3 types of plate boundaries.” But then came the crucial part. “The
students may eat the Oreo after the investigation if this is okay with you. The students do NOT have to eat the Oreo if they
do not wish to do so.” A warning at the
end: “Without a signed permission slip,
my child understands that he/she will not
be able to sample the Oreo.”
The story exploded on social media.
Dutchman61 complained about “the shear
[sic] idiocy of what our schools and institutions have become. And the really ugly

truth is that there are idiots who would
sue if their kid was allowed to have an
Oreo.” From Scotland, AMCK1997 was
sympathetic to the reasons for the permission slip, arguing a lawsuit could cost
the teacher her job. Still, he concluded, “it
does seem a bit ridiculous.”
Doug Young, the school district’s
spokesman, told the press, “It’s one
teacher who was really trying to do her
due diligence, quite honestly.” A parent
with an allergy tried to help by sending in
gluten-free Oreos. And the mother who
kicked off the battle made it clear that she
didn’t blame the teacher. “I fault our crazy
culture,” she said.
Was the Oreo fracas just one more
indignity imposed by a super-suing, overregulated society? Or, given what we know
about the way food affects kids’ health,
was it an enlightened step forward? One
school employee defended the cookie
warning. “There are many children in
the school I work at that have severe food

WIKIMEDIA COMMONS/EVAN AMOS

J

allergies,” she wrote. “This mother needs
to chill out and be happy that the teacher
is concerned that one of her students has
food allergies.”
The incident underscores a bigger
divide among parents over how much
supervision of children is too much
supervision. One blogger wondered
whether so-called helicopter parents in
2024 would give their kids swallowable
sensors that would tell a smartphone if
the kids were eating too much sugar, fat
or gluten. By then, this writer imagined,
“letting kids do anything on their own will
be considered completely irresponsible,
or even insane.”
Humor columnist Dave Barry looked
back to the 1960s. His parents, Barry reminisced in The Wall Street Journal, “didn’t
worry about consuming trans fats, gluten,
fructose, and all the other food components now considered so dangerous they
could be used to rob a bank (‘Give him the
money! He’s got gluten!’).” A school nurse
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Issue Brief

Improving Municipal Energy Infrastructure:
A Smarter Way Forward
Lease Purchase Financing Offers an Option Cities can Afford

The third option for funding an energy upgrade is to seek
private ﬁnancing through a lease purchase agreement. A private
lease purchase is a ﬂexible, convenient and cost-eﬀective tool
for acquiring and ﬁnancing new infrastructure.

As local governments seek to cut costs while improving
services to citizens, they should take a close look at their
energy systems. According to the U.S. Department of Energy,
energy costs account for up to 10 percent of a local government’s operating budget,1 and many existing buildings oﬀer
opportunities to reduce energy costs by 35 percent or more.2
Municipalities that operate older systems for lighting,
heating, cooling and other energy-related functions face
a double bind. Their utility bills keep rising, but with aging
infrastructure in place, it’s impossible to gain cost-saving
eﬃciencies. Spot repairs only add to the expense.
Over the long term, it’s more cost eﬀective to install and
run a well-integrated, modern environmental system than to
operate old infrastructure. A new system — with features such
as LED lighting, good ventilation and non-toxic materials —
can also improve the health and comfort of employees and
citizens who spend their days in government buildings, be
they oﬃce complexes, hospitals or schools.

Benefits of the Private Lease
Purchase Option for Efficiency Projects
A lease purchase transaction typically doesn’t need voter
approval or impose new costs after the eﬀect of savings are
taken into account. The lender can structure the debt service
payments to align with the annual savings the new infrastructure
provides. When the lease term ends, the municipality owns the
infrastructure outright and then realizes the full savings.
Once that infrastructure goes into operation, not only will
energy costs be lower, but government employees will enjoy
a more comfortable, healthier and safer environment. For
example, some researchers who study the impact of energy
upgrades on health have found that improving ventilation can
boost productivity in a building by 11 percent, and better
lighting design can produce a 23 percent gain.3
A lease purchase agreement for a performance-based project also oﬀers a way for a community to achieve environmental
sustainability goals. When St. Paul, Minn., performed energy
upgrades that encompassed its buildings, street lighting and
traﬃc signals, it reduced its annual CO2 emissions by more than
73,000 metric tons — as much carbon as 13,000 automobiles
produce in a year.4

This issue brief explains how a lease purchase
agreement for a performance-based project
provides local governments with a flexible,
convenient and cost-effective tool for acquiring
and financing new infrastructure.

Financing Energy Projects
Developing a Private Lease Purchase Solution

When local government leaders decide it’s time to
upgrade their energy infrastructure, they have three main options
for funding. The ﬁrst is to use cash already in the budget. However, governments usually rely on cash to fund regular operating
expenses, not to conduct large capital projects.
The second option is to secure public ﬁnancing by
issuing a bond. This strategy can be somewhat challenging
depending on location, as in many jurisdictions it needs
voter approval.

Here’s how a municipality typically works with partners to
develop a cash-neutral performance-based lease purchase.

Step 1 – Energy audit and recommendations
In most cases, the municipality will work with an energy
service company (ESCO) to determine the community’s energy
infrastructure requirements and develop plans for an upgrade.
As the technical expert, the ESCO outlines the need, engineers
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Rebate programs sponsored by the state government and
local utilities may also help oﬀset the cost of implementing
new equipment to conserve energy.
Fashioning a performance-based lease purchase is a
multi-party exercise. Usually, the ESCO, the municipality and
the lender go through several iterations before they achieve
the right balance between project scope, payback period
and ﬁnance terms. It takes all parties to fashion a solution
that meets the goals of all.

an appropriate solution, serves as general contractor and then
veriﬁes the government is receiving the promised savings.5
The ESCO starts by conducting an energy audit,
examining the infrastructure for opportunities to conserve
energy. For example, the ESCO: takes stock of all existing
equipment for heating, cooling, lighting, water circulation and
other energy-related functions; studies records of energy
usage and utility bills; and analyzes building characteristics
(windows, insulation, etc.) that aﬀect energy usage.6
The ESCO then recommends a set of energy conservation
measures. These might include replacing older capital
equipment with new, more eﬃcient systems, adding smart
energy controls that incorporate devices such as timers and
motion sensors, implementing advanced energy management
technology, and installing energy generation systems that
leverage renewable sources such as solar or geothermal.

Managing Risk
One of the most attractive aspects of a lease purchase
agreement between a government and an ESCO is the
ESCO guarantees the new infrastructure will perform as
promised in such a way that the energy savings oﬀset the
cost of servicing the debt. If the cost exceeds savings in any
annual period, the ESCO makes up the diﬀerence to the
issuer. An ESCO can oﬀer this guarantee because it has the
expertise to model the savings a given energy upgrade will
deliver, to a very high level of accuracy, and then recommend
a solution that matches the model.

Step 2 – Cash flow modeling
Based on those recommendations, the ESCO proposes
potential scopes of work. Each proposal deﬁnes a project of
a diﬀerent size and includes a cash ﬂow model that calculates
expected energy savings over the life of the new infrastructure.
Generally, the larger the project, the more the savings.

Conclusion
In a world where costs keep rising, yet taxpayers are
not eager to cover those expenses through higher taxes,
governments demand creative solutions. For a municipality
that is trying to cut utility costs, but is operating with an
aging infrastructure, the combination of a performancebased contract with a lease purchase agreement oﬀers a
tremendously ﬂexible and cost-eﬃcient opportunity to save
money, reduce the community’s carbon footprint and create
a healthier, more comfortable working environment for
employees and citizens alike.

Step 3 – Developing the financial package
Once municipal oﬃcials select the scope of the project
they wish to undertake, they work with a ﬁnancial institution
to develop a debt service repayment package. The goal is to
ﬁnance as much of the project as possible, minimizing the
need for any upfront investment.
The lender crafts the package to match the debt service
repayment to savings. Based on the design of the package, the
savings the government sees in its utility bill will oﬀset, or perhaps
even exceed, the sum paid each month to the ﬁnancial institution.
In many cases, the government can push the cost of the lease
purchase lower by using tax credits and other subsidies available
from the federal government. The lender should be able to discuss
program options, such as:
• Qualiﬁed Energy Conservation Bonds (QECB)
• Qualiﬁed Zone Academy Bonds (QZAB)
• NEW Clean Renewable Energy Bonds (NEW CREBS)

Endnotes
1. http://www.epa.gov/statelocalclimate/documents/pdf/ee_municipal_operations.pdf
2. http://www.epa.gov/statelocalclimate/documents/pdf/ee_municipal_operations.pdf
3. http://www.epa.gov/statelocalclimate/documents/pdf/ee_municipal_operations.pdf
4. http://www.epa.gov/statelocalclimate/documents/pdf/ee_municipal_operations.pdf
5. http://www.naesco.org/what-is-an-esco
6. http://blog.wegowise.com/2012-03-21-investment-grade-energy-audits-101
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| POLITICS WATCH
By Alan Greenblatt
voiced the same sentiments. “You would
not believe the insanity of the parents
nowadays,” she wrote. “Gluten! Sugar!
Allergies! There are parents who live in
perpetual fear and want everyone else to
be afraid with them. Sadly, most school
districts give in to these demands.”
For some kids, however, gluten is truly
no joke. The U.S. Food and Drug Administration has found that in some cases,
gluten can cause serious gastrointestinal
problems and life-threatening metabolic
problems. Later in life, some of those
with celiac disease, which is worsened by
gluten, develop problems ranging from
epilepsy and infertility to neuropathy and
high-mortality cancer. Science has come
a long way since the 1960s, when many
children suffered from problems that
researchers have since learned can be
prevented. And some of that prevention
comes from being careful with what the
kids eat.
In fact, concerns about kids’ reactions
to allergens aren’t just a matter of regulatory excess. Chicago Public Schools
stock epinephrine autoinjectors, which
allow the staff to treat potentially fatal
anaphylaxis—difficulty in breathing and
a possible heart attack—that can result
when sensitive kids are exposed to certain foods. In the 2013-2014 school year,
there were 38 emergency injections.
Half of the shots were for kids with a
ﬁrst-time reaction who had never had
problems before. All survived. In the
end, being extra careful about exposing kids to things that can hurt them
is much more than an opportunity for
blogger ﬂippancy. Precautions have to
be balanced with common sense, but it’s
a mistake to sacriﬁce science to sarcasm.
Still, there’s one other comment that
deserves careful attention. One blogger
wasn’t worried about intrusive school
nannying, but had an entirely different
problem to complain about. How could
the teacher use Double Stuf Oreos, he
wanted to know, when Hydrox cookies
were an obviously better choice for the
experiment? G

On the Ropes

Email kettl@umd.edu

Email agreenblatt@governing.com

Politicians in leadership positions have to be careful.

DAVID KIDD

Virginia House
Speaker William
Howell

Leaders have always been second-guessed. These days, however, that tendency could cost some their jobs. William Howell, who has served as speaker
of the Virginia House for a dozen years, has found that out. As an opponent of
the Affordable Care Act and a former national chair of the American Legislative
Exchange Council, he would appear to have his conservative credentials in order.
Nevertheless, he faces a challenge from the right in the June 9 primary.
Susan Stimpson is attacking him for supporting a tax increase to pay for
transportation. She’s backed by some of the same people who engineered last
year’s biggest political upset, the primary defeat of Virginia Rep. Eric Cantor, who
had been serving as the U.S. House majority leader.
Their voting records may suggest that both Howell and Cantor are solid conservatives, but that’s not enough to inoculate them from criticism, says Larry
Sabato, a government professor at the University of Virginia. “It’s hard to serve
as speaker and refuse to compromise,” he says. “In today’s GOP, it only takes
one or two compromises on hot-button issues such as taxes or social issues to
produce a primary challenge.”
Howell isn’t the only leader who has to worry. Various speakers such as Joe
Straus in Texas and Beth Harwell in Tennessee have faced whisper campaigns or
loud complaints that they aren’t conservative enough. In Nevada, Speaker John
Hambrick survived an abortive recall campaign, brought on by loose talk around
the capitol about a tax increase.
Leaders are still able to punish lawmakers who vote the wrong way by taking
away committee assignments and parking spaces. But now they have to worry
that if they step outside the party line themselves on a given issue, they could
be attacked inside the chamber or back home. And, in the super PAC era, any
plausible challenger can gin up funding for a real race. “As it always does, it
seems to come back to campaign finance and money,” says Tim Storey, who
tracks leadership issues for the National Conference of State Legislatures. “These
low-turnout elections can be hijacked, and that’s a constant concern for leaders.”
Having seen what happened to Cantor, Howell is taking the threat he faces
quite seriously. “To rest on your laurels and high office is to court disaster in
today’s Republican politics,” Sabato says. “Howell gets it.” Whether he survives
will say a lot to leaders around the country about how much freedom they have
to move policy, even if it means casting a vote that won’t sell well in a primary. G
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Politics + Policy

| HEALTH
By Chris Kardish

The Cost of Medical Miracles
Some in Congress want to encourage drug breakthroughs. Who will pay for them?
ew are opposed to helping
spur the creation of lifesaving drugs and speeding up
their approval, but among
those who pay for those medications
there’s concern that new federal legislation aimed at exactly those goals
ignores the cost question.
The bill known as 21st Century
Cures, currently being debated in
Congress, comes at a difficult time.
Some of the highest increases in
pharmaceutical spending since
2001, driven largely by new brands
that can cost $84,000 or more for
a standard treatment period, are
pushing drug prices to the top of
state health agendas and alarming
senior groups.
At a basic level, the legislation
includes provisions meant to hasten Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) approval processes for drugs
and medical devices. It originally would have guaranteed 15 years
of patent protection once a drug that tackled “unmet medical
needs” entered the market, but Democrats managed to strip those
and other exclusivity provisions from the bill during negotiations.
Drugs currently get 20-year patents, but that protection typically
begins at the early stages of development and is followed by years
of clinical trials. After the patent runs out, competitors can market
generic alternatives that usually cost far less. But there are ways,
through existing laws and regulations, to draw out the window of
market exclusivity—now about 12 years on average, according to
Scott Hemphill, a Columbia University patent expert.
The loss of the 15-year exclusivity period would come as a
relief to some government payers. But there are plenty of health
experts who thought it was necessary. Marc Boutin, who directs
the National Health Council, argues that if drugmakers are guaranteed 15 years after development is ﬁnished, they’ll want to pursue advanced drugs for cancer, Alzheimer’s or other complicated
conditions that have a much wider impact than, say, hepatitis C.
“We’re saying let’s give them the chance to shoot for the drugs
that have the highest value for society,” Boutin says.
The problem, still, is who ultimately pays for that innovation.
The discussion around 21st Century Cures so far has avoided that
question, says Andrea Maresca, director of federal policy and

APIMAGES.COM

F

strategy for the National Association of Medicaid Directors. State
Medicaid agencies are required to cover every FDA approved
drug that’s part of a federal rebate program, but that program
has proved inadequate in the face of new high-cost medications.
“From a payer perspective, the removal of the extended exclusivity is helpful,” she says. “But it’s [still] so narrowly focused that
they’re not thinking about the health-care system as a whole. So
while we’re talking about exploding costs among entitlement programs, we’re not talking about the drivers of those costs.”
For its part, the pharmaceutical industry says that it alone is
not responsible for rising costs. Pointing to federal reports, drugmakers argue that pharmaceutical costs are expected to rise at
about the same level as health costs for the economy overall in the
next 10 years, despite the recent uptick in drug costs.
Some legislators in a number of states—ﬁve, so far—aren’t buying it. They’re pushing bills, against stiff opposition, that would
require drugmakers to give detailed information about their costs.
The conversation may not be happening in Washington, D.C., but
those lawmakers are determined to keep it going at the state level.
“Until we have that information,” says Pennsylvania state Rep.
Tony DeLuca, “it’s impossible to really have that discussion.” G
Email ckardish@governing.com
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It pays to tend
to your ﬂock.
Over the past 5 years, employee
out-of-pocket expenses have
risen nearly 40%.1

Aﬂac can help protect your employees with
cash to cover their bills in the event of a covered
sickness or injury. And now employees’ claims
can get paid in a day with Aﬂac’s One Day PaySM
when they submit online.2
Small businesses like how easy it is to add
voluntary coverage to their beneﬁts at no
direct cost. Especially when it is from Aﬂac,
the number one provider of worksite/voluntary
insurance sales for 13 consecutive years.3 Aﬂac
may even be a pre-tax deduction, so when we
say it pays to tend to your ﬂock, it just might.

Call your local agent and visit
aﬂac.com/smallbiz

2014 Employer Health Beneﬁts Survey, The Henry J. Kaiser Family Foundation, September 10, 2014. 2One Day PaySM is available for most properly documented, individual claims submitted online through
Aﬂac SmartClaim® by 3 PM ET. Aﬂac SmartClaim® not available on the following: Short Term Disability (excluding Accident and Sickness Riders), Life, Vision, Dental, Medicare Supplement, Long Term
Care/Home Health Care, Aﬂac Plus Rider and Group policies. Individual Company Statistic, 2015. 3Eastbridge Consulting Group, U.S. Worksite/Voluntary Sales Report. Carrier Results for 2002-2014. Avon, CT.
Coverage is underwritten by American Family Life Assurance Company of Columbus. In New York, coverage is underwritten by American Family Life Assurance Company of New York.

1
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Politics + Policy

| GREEN GOVERNMENT
By Elizabeth Daigneau

Turning Trash into Cash
Phoenix is reimagining what it can do with waste.
s City Manager Ed Zuercher tells it, trash “is in Phoenix’s DNA.” From two guys throwing cans of garbage
into the back of a truck to automated side-loading
trucks to single-stream recycling, Phoenix, says Zuercher, has always been innovative in solid waste. Now the desert
city has plans to take its long-running relationship with waste
innovation a step further: It wants to turn trash into a resource.
That’s the tagline for the city’s new sustainability initiative,
which calls for reducing the amount of trash sent to city landﬁlls
by 40 percent over the next ﬁve years. It’s an ambitious goal.

tools they need to turn trash into cash,” says Mayor Greg Stanton.
In addition to the research and development campus, Phoenix
is building a compost facility on the site, which will be completed
and in operation by next summer.
Part of the incentive for creating the hub is growth. Like many
cities, Phoenix is expecting to see rapid expansion in the next
few decades. “With our population projected to double by 2050,
it’s just not sustainable for us to keep burying trash,” says John
Trujillo, director of the city’s public works department. “With this
program, we are trying to create a circular economy. We want to
create a system where the material gets used over
and over again here in Phoenix.”
While still in the preliminary stages, the Resource
Innovation Campus has already garnered a lot of
interest. When Phoenix put out a “call for innovators” this spring, it received 117 proposals from 70
different companies across the U.S., Canada and
abroad, including Sweden, Switzerland and the U.K.
Perhaps the most important attention it has earned
so far came in the form of funding. The Closed Loop
Fund, which is composed of Fortune 100 consumer
goods companies and retailers such as Coca-Cola,
Procter & Gamble and Walmart, will offer belowmarket interest rate loans (some as low as zero
percent) to the businesses selected to be part of the
campus. The group, according to Trujillo, is also
interested in providing funding to help build the site.
Specialized hubs like Phoenix’s Resource Innovation Campus are becoming more and more common. Milwaukee started transforming an old industrial area in
the southeast part of the city into a center for water research
and technology a few years ago. Charlotte, N.C., is working to be
a clean energy hub. These hubs are largely modeled after university business parks. In the 1980s, North Carolina State University’s Centennial Campus brought academics, nonproﬁts and
businesses together to facilitate the interaction required to bring
research breakthroughs to market.
For Phoenix, bringing everyone together in one place “creates an entrepreneurial spirit around garbage,” says Trujillo. As
he sees it, trash can become a valuable resource that encourages
entrepreneurship, creates jobs, brings environmental beneﬁts to
the community, elevates the quality of life and creates alternative
forms of energy. “Who,” he says, “would have thought trash would
be so exciting?” G

A

CITY OF PHOENIX

Phoenix’s future
waste innovation hub
will be located near
its recycling facility.

While Phoenix was one of the ﬁrst cities in the country to introduce single-stream recycling, it only has a 16 percent diversion
rate—well below the national average of 34 percent.
In order to meet the ambitious target, Phoenix needs an ambitious plan. That’s where its Resource Innovation Campus comes
in. As its name suggests, the campus will be a hub for waste innovation. The focus will be on what city leaders call the “5 R’s”:
reduce, reuse, recycle, reconsider and reimagine. This might
mean, for instance, turning a beer bottle into new glassware or
compost into natural gas.
Construction on the hub is scheduled to start next year on 50
acres of vacant land in the southern portion of the city. Adjacent to
a closed landﬁll, a transfer station and a recycling facility, the land
will become home to an Arizona State University (ASU) research
center and waste-to-products companies. With access to the city’s
solid waste stream, these businesses will work with the university
to create new uses for garbage. “We’re giving local researchers the

Email edaigneau@governing.com
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THE NEWEST PUBLICATION FROM THE UNIVERSITY OF TOLEDO PRESS

Leading Economic Development:
A Toolkit for Public Officials and Civic Leaders

By Daniel M. Johnson
President Emeritus, The University of Toledo
Foreword by Lee Fisher, former Lt. Governor
of Ohio and President of CEOs for Cities.

L E A D I N G

ECONOMIC

“Leading Economic Development: A Toolkit
for Public Officials and Civic Leaders is a
primer for how those new to the field, or who
want to become more successful, can lead
economic development in their communities
and regions….Dr. Dan Johnson presents
concepts in an approachable way that can
be helpful to the novice as well as the
experienced professional.”

D E V E L O P M E N T :

A Toolkit for Public Of ficials and Civic Leaders

Available for $25 (plus shipping and handling)
from: www.utoledopress.com.

Daniel M. Johnson
Foreword by

Lee Fi
Le
Fisher

Essential economic development lessons for community leaders
For more information, contact the UT Press at 419.530.2170
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Politics + Policy

| ECONOMIC ENGINES
By Alex Marshall

How Fast Is Fast Enough?
We travel much more quickly than we used to. That’s not always a good thing.
ast is relative. Sometimes I take
either the Amtrak regional train
or a bus from New York City to
Philadelphia. When I do, I whine
nonstop about how long it takes—generally an hour and a half on the train, two
hours by bus. If I were in France, I always
say to myself, I could be there in 45 minutes on a high-speed TGV train.
But if I were living in 1800, it would
have taken me two days traveling by
stagecoach. I learned this recently in
reading an abridged edition of Henry
Adams’ History of the United States of
America During the Administrations of
Thomas Jefferson and James Madison,
ﬁrst published in 1889. It set me off thinking about the nature of fast and slow.
Adams was making the point that life
changed dramatically in this country in
those 17 short years between the start of

Jefferson’s presidency and the end of Madison’s. In 1800, “even the lightly equipped
traveler found a short journey no slight
effort,” Adams wrote. “In the Northern
states, four miles an hour was the average
speed for any coach between Baltimore
and Bangor.” That meant Boston was a
four-day journey from New York. A trip
to Nashville took three weeks.
By 1817, it took only a tad more than
a day to travel from the Big Apple to the
City of Brotherly Love. In those days, that
qualiﬁed as superfast. Just as now, cities,
states and nations were constantly trying to enable people and products to get
to places faster, and each jump was revolutionary at the time.
Adams, who lived from 1838 to 1918,
was an eyewitness to the most dramatic
changes. As an adult he experienced both
the Civil War and World War I, and saw

SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

F

America go from a society of wagons
and horses to one of planes, trains and
automobiles.
I’m usually a big fan of progress.
But reading Adams, I was prompted to
think about how relative it all is. Today’s
fast is tomorrow’s slow. Which to me,
when I’m in a reﬂective mood, makes
transportation improvements seem
pointless. Why labor so hard to build
a TGV-style line along the Northeast Corridor if it will seem as slow as molasses in
a generation? And speaking of high-speed
trains, shouldn’t a more accurate title be
chosen? TGV stands for train à grande
vitesse—“train of great speed.” But great
speed today is not great speed tomorrow.
This principle is on display in Japan
and other points to the east. The Central Japan Railway Company is actively
at work on a line between Tokyo and
Nagoya that will go more than 300 mph.
The existing Shinkansen “bullet train”
travels at between 150 and nearly 200
mph, but is old now—it opened in 1964.
Railway officials think there’s a market
for a train that travels the 220 miles to
Nagoya in 40 minutes.
The Japanese are doing this in part to
keep up with the Chinese. In addition to
constructing the world’s largest network
of high-speed trains, the Chinese are also
reportedly researching a super maglev
train that would travel inside a vacuum
tube at something like 1,850 mph. So my
journey to Philly might one day take …
four minutes?
Now let’s look at the United States.
Amtrak’s fastest trains aren’t much
faster on average than the best trains
of the 1920s. And with the loss of the
supersonic Concorde, the top end of passenger air travel is slower than it used
to be as well.
Then there’s outer space. Virgin Galactic, Sir Richard Branson’s commercial
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| URBAN NOTEBOOK
By William Fulton
space company, says it’s studying passenger service that would carry travelers from London to Australia in two and
a half hours. The prison transport ships
that made the same voyage in the 18th and
19th centuries took nine months.
In the Star Trek TV shows and movies,
the characters use the ship’s teleporter to
instantly beam to the surface of a planet
and back again. If such a thing existed in
real life, the idea of place as we know it
might disappear. That’s not a rosy scenario: If anyone could go anywhere at
once, then wouldn’t the distinct agglomerations of places like New York City
gradually dissolve?
That’s already happened in communications. Because of the Internet and
the cellphone, we can now access both
one another and almost any piece of
information instantly, often at no appreciable cost. That’s cool, but something
is disappearing.
So when is fast fast enough? When we
enjoy the ride, I would say. As Confucius
put it, “Roads were made for journeys,
not destinations.”
Tell that to a transportation planner.
But seriously, what helps us enjoy a ride
is not only a clean train compartment and
good conversation. It is the experience
of traveling from one place to another.
This is something that we should consider when we make transportation
improvements.
Consider the interstate highways. If
steps had been taken to limit the number
of off-ramps, they would have become
what they were originally envisioned
as—high-speed travel corridors between
distant cities. But with ramps every
few miles, the interstates, like I-35 that
stretches from El Paso up to Minneapolis, have become long, linear cities with
a near-constant movie screen of roadside
homes and businesses.
I’d like to say more, but I’m hungry.
I’m going to take a walk to a lunch spot
I like. It will only take me about 10 minutes, or, say, the travel time in a hundred
years from New York to Philly. G

Millennials and the Yo-Yo Effect

Email alex@rpa.org

Email bfulton@rice.edu

Blowback against the urban legend of the millennials has begun. We’re still seeing
10 stories a day about how they’re reviving city neighborhoods, but traditionalist
pundits such as Joel Kotkin suggest that we have reached “peak urban millennial.”
Millennials, he argues, will soon start getting married, having kids and moving to
the suburbs just like they’re supposed to. So are millennials actually different?
To be sure, they are changing our cities in a fundamental way. They are reclaiming and activating huge swaths of the urban core and having an enormous impact
on our markets for all kinds of things—nice apartment buildings, Uber, Airbnb, food
trucks. I think it’s safe to say nothing like this has happened to cities in my lifetime.
On the other hand, as Kotkin and others consistently point out, most millennials don’t live in the urban core. The vast majority of them live in the suburbs—
often with their parents. The Census recently reported that in Fort Bend County,
Texas, an ethnically diverse suburb
of Houston, more than 40 percent of
people ages 18 to 34 live with their
parents. So what’s really going on?
First, it doesn’t take many millennials to revive a lot of urban
neighborhoods. Researchers at
the University of California, Los
Angeles recently found that only
about 6 percent of millennials can
be categorized as “urbanists.” Still,
for almost a century we built only
suburbs, so 6 percent is more than
enough to make a visible dent in
older city neighborhoods.
Second, not all millennials are
alike. When we talk about them, we tend to talk about a certain small slice of uppermiddle-class, college-educated twentysomethings. Most millennials don’t fall into
this category. These folks don’t have college degrees or new-economy jobs, and they
don’t get much media attention.
And ﬁnally, just because millennials don’t live in the urban core doesn’t mean
they’re not living an urban lifestyle in one way or another—for better or worse.
Plenty of those luxury apartment buildings are being built in auto-oriented, suburban-style neighborhoods—especially away from the coasts.
The real question is whether most millennials will follow the traditional suburban pattern. The answer is probably yes and no. Yes, more millennials will get married, have kids and buy suburban homes. But they’re doing this in the face of massive
demographic change: People are waiting longer to get married. They’re choosing to
have fewer kids—if they have them at all. And they’re living longer.
Which means that even if they move to the suburbs, they’ll probably be back.
Millennials will be adults for 60 years or more. Those who become parents will
have kids at home for maybe only 20 of those 60 years. They’ll probably be yo-yo
millennials. They might head out to the suburbs when their kids reach school age,
but they’ll be back in the city when the kids go to college.
Just like me and most of my boomer friends, as a matter of fact. G
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Amanda Andreavich and
many of the other people
at the Elwyn center in
Wilmington, Del., work both
in integrated jobs and at
sheltered workshops.
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Getting to Work
A generation after
the Americans with
Disability Act, states
are rethinking their
approach to helping
disabled persons
ﬁnd jobs.
By Chris Kardish
Photographs by David Kidd
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GETTING TO WORK

hen Rita Landgraf ran Delaware’s main distial for people with disabilities to realize their full potential and
ability rights organization in the mid-1980s,
that the beneﬁts range from reduced reliance on social welfare
there was an effort to get clients into the
to increased workplace diversity. Regardless of the controversy,
workplace, but that rarely meant an ordinary
change is coming. And states will be at the center of this next
workplace. It typically was an out-of-thephase in a civil rights movement that has at its end a vision of
way facility where they’d be grouped together performing menial
greater community inclusion. As the situation stands now, they
tasks—putting arms into the plastic torsos of toy soldiers, placing
still have a long way to go.
bows on boxes or performing other repetitive work, all at a pay
A deﬁning moment for the integrated workforce movement
well below the minimum wage. It was an improvement on the
goes back to a U.S. Supreme Court decision in 1999. In Olmstead
sterile residential facilities to which these people had once been
v. L.C., the high court ruled in favor of two Georgia women who
conﬁned. But in Landgraf’s view, it was nowhere near enough.
wanted to be released from institutional care to a community
She believed that, with some help, even those with severe dissetting after clinical assessments found that to be the best ﬁt
abilities could work right alongside the rest of the labor force.
for them. The court held that people with disabilities must be
She wasn’t the ﬁrst in the country to focus on placing clients in
provided services in the most integrated setting possible if that’s
integrated workplaces instead of what are commonly known as
what they want. There was some question whether the decision
“sheltered workshops,” but she was out in front of the landmark
applied to employment services as well as residential facilities,
Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (ADA), which banned
but federal programs and initiatives that followed Olmstead
discrimination and promised better access to public and private
stressed integrated employment as the preferred national policy,
places.
though they didn’t do much to enforce it.
This year, as the Disabilities Act marks its 25th anniversary,
A 2012 Oregon case called Lane v. Kitzhaber helped erase
proponents such as Landgraf point to all it has accomplished in
doubt that the federal government would strictly enforce Olmthe way of access, opportunity and inclusion. But in one respect,
stead in employment. And during the past year, the federal
the law has mostly failed: It has not led to more jobs. The employgovernment has signaled that states must do more in exchange
ment rate for the disabled remains basically unchanged after a
for federal funding. In April 2014, the Department of Justice
quarter-century, and many of the 34 percent of Americans with
announced a settlement with Rhode Island that forced the state
disabilities who do have jobs are in sheltered workshops earning
to help ﬁnd work for 3,250 people with disabilities. The department had found that nearly half of the people in Rhode Island’s
around $2 an hour.
That’s about to change. The federal agencies that oversee
sheltered workshops—funded largely through Medicaid as “prevocational training”—had been there for at least a decade, earning
Medicaid and labor laws are demanding that states do more to
offer employment opportunities to people with disabilities. The
an average of $2.21 an hour.
Justice Department is also threatening to sue states to open up the
work system. These moves amount
to a dramatic shift in disability policy
and could spell the end for sheltered
workshops that don’t adapt. “From
my lens, not much has changed since
the ADA with employment,” says
Landgraf, now Delaware’s secretary
of health and social services. On the
other hand, she says, “not only are
those federal programs starting to
align themselves across the board, but
stateside there’s so much interest. I’m
starting to feel that for the ﬁrst time.”
The push for integrated employment isn’t without critics. Some
parents of the disabled and the nonproﬁts that run sheltered workshops
and other services fear the shift will
neglect people who depend on the
workshops as a social outlet and for
employment as they try to ﬁnd suitable outside jobs. But advocates of
change, including some parents, insist
Kendra Johnson, director of the Elwyn center: “I’m concerned about the
that integrated employment is essenpeople who will fall between the cracks.”

W
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GETTING TO WORK

That will mean forging deeper partnerships among
state agencies, public schools and private businesses.
A number of governors, both Democrats and Republicans, are pushing especially hard to spur action in
the private sector. Among them is Delaware’s Jack
Markell, who focused his 2012 chairmanship of the
National Governors Association on the issue of jobs for
disabled persons. Between 2011 and 2013, employment
in Delaware among people with disabilities increased
8.6 percent.
The state has held meetings of business leaders and
disability advocates that have led to high-proﬁle commitments from technology ﬁrms and the health-care
industry. Among private employers, Walgreens has
earned high marks from advocates for promoting jobs
for people with disabilities in distribution centers and
stores. “The only way this is going to be sustainable is
if businesses take the lead,” Markell says. “But a better approach is having vocational rehabilitation agencies approach them and say, ‘I want to understand your
needs, and I’ll bring you a bunch of candidates, some of
whom have disabilities and some who don’t.’”
Delaware may be attracting the most attention at the
moment, but other states have been working toward the same
goal for years. Minnesota, for example, was among several states
that received grant money in 1999 to establish statewide call centers to help maintain independence for people with disabilities.
Today, Minnesota has one of the highest disability employment
rates in the country at 46 percent, and one of the lowest gaps in
employment between disabled people and the general population
at 36 percent. The national gap is 40 percent.
But as in other states, Minnesota’s overall employment numbers mask a reliance on segregated, facility-based services. About
72 percent of those served by the state’s disability agencies—some
12,000 people—are employed in sheltered workshops. In nearby
Iowa, where disability employment stands at about 45 percent, nearly 80 percent of those served by state disability agencies spend their time in sheltered workshops or segregated day
centers.
But Iowa is actively moving toward a more integrated workforce model. Using federal grants, the state has started a program
helping disability service providers learn how to better analyze
the needs of local businesses, maximize state and federal funding, and train staff. It launched with six providers in 2013, then
expanded by another 14 last year and another 16 this year. The
state says providers placed 427 clients in integrated employment
last year. That’s a step toward Iowa’s goal, but it only represents
a sliver of a system that serves about 13,000 Iowans altogether.
For now, the Iowa system remains heavily tilted toward institutional facilities, says Emmanuel Smith, an investigator with Disability Rights Iowa. “Attitudes have been changing in the past two
years, and I don’t want to minimize their importance in this whole
process,” he says, “but overall funding for employment services
is one of the ways we can transform things quickly.” According to
Smith’s group, 88 percent of the state’s spending on day and work
services still goes to mostly segregated places.

Rita Landgraf, Delaware secretary of health and social
services, with a young integrated Walgreens employee.

Working for years, even decades, in a setting that was meant
to be transitional is fairly common in most states. But now the
Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS), which funds
long-term support for people with disabilities, is telling states that
transitional programs can’t last forever. CMS is giving states ﬁve
years to move away from shelter-based systems, and warning
them that facilities ﬁlled almost entirely with disabled people or
designed speciﬁcally for them shouldn’t get funding. This means
states will have to reserve Medicaid payments for service providers who are focused on what’s called “supported employment,”
which includes help ﬁnding a job and maintaining it through
coaching and other assistance. States will also have to defund
facility-based “day habilitation” services, which are essentially
recreational activities for groups of disabled people. That could
signal a greater shift toward activities within public spaces like
libraries and museums, tailored to individual interests for people
with disabilities who aren’t working.
Another big policy change last year was the enactment of the
federal Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act. It requires
state workforce agencies to spend 15 percent of their federal
funding to help young people with disabilities transition into
the workforce with job placement services and on-the-job experiences such as internships. The new law also makes it harder
for vocational rehabilitation agencies, which serve people with
disabilities on a shorter-term basis than Medicaid, to place any
clients under the age of 24 in a sheltered workshop without ﬁrst
exposing them to integrated jobs. Delaware, for one, is opening
up Medicaid funding to support work experiences for youth as
young as 14. “The intent of Congress is to say, if we want to raise
the outcomes and the number of people with disabilities who
get employed, we need to start making sure that students with
disabilities are better able to enter the workforce,” says Andrea
Guest, Delaware’s director of vocational rehabilitation.
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GETTING TO WORK

The Disability Jobs Gap

egregated workshops may sound like an insensitive
or antiquated approach. But many advocates for the
disabled still view that model as a key part of helping their clients ﬁnd meaningful work. Elwyn, a
national provider that operates a work center based
in Wilmington, Del., is typical of sheltered workshops in most of
the country. Many of the approximately 145 disabled people that
it serves work both in integrated jobs and in Elwyn’s sheltered
workshop—say, one or two days at a hospital or a retail job, then
a couple of days at the workshop socializing with friends and
sorting discarded X-rays for recycling or manufacturing military
medals. Kendra Johnson, Elwyn’s director, has an individual plan
for every client and views the workshop as a bridge for many of
them. “We support you where you are, to get you where you want
to be,” she says. “A work center isn’t for everyone, day habilitation
isn’t for everyone, integrated employment isn’t for everyone. I’m
concerned about the people who will fall between the cracks.”
Even some parents of people with disabilities think integration isn’t a good idea for everyone. Craig Harwood lives in Cedar
Rapids, Iowa, with his wife and son Dan, a 34-year-old with Down
syndrome and a seizure disorder. Dan works in a sheltered environment for 25 to 30 hours a week doing the kind of rote manufacturing jobs typical of workshops. His father says he’d love for
Dan to work in an integrated environment but “it’s just not in the
cards.” Although Dan is mostly nonverbal, he has friends at his
facility and a job he likes. The facility, called Options, has already
decided to close down rather than try to adapt to the new federal
rules, and Craig fears Dan will be relegated to a day center “doing
a puzzle or watching TV,” or else be stuck at home because he
can’t ﬁnd work hours comparable to the ones he had before. “The
pendulum is swinging too far,” Craig Harwood says. “Don’t get me
wrong—offering integrated settings to people is critical. But we’re
throwing away facility choices in doing so, and I think that’s going
to be bad for my son.”
People like Harwood and Johnson worry that the shift to integrated workplaces will ultimately result in less productive lives
for many disabled individuals. That’s likely a valid concern, given
the experiences of early adopter stares. Vermont, for example,
closed most of its sheltered workshops in the 1980s and 1990s,
and shuttered its last facility in 2002. Since then, integrated
employment has shot up 50 percent. But the numbers don’t tell
the whole story: By the most recent count, disabled employees in
integrated workplaces in Vermont work an average of only nine
hours a week. When they’re not working, they’re spending time
doing recreational activities together in supervised spaces. But
the low working hours alarm critics.
Similarly, the District of Columbia, which stopped funding
sheltered workshops more than a decade ago, has struggled to
place disabled residents in integrated jobs. The percentage of
people in integrated employment has actually fallen since 2009,
placing D.C. near the bottom nationally, and the number in segregated day programs has climbed in recent years. District officials
blame systematic weaknesses in public education for people with
disabilities and poor coordination among those responsible for
transition employment—issues that will now become even more
prevalent thanks to the federal policy changes.

S

Nondisabled individuals are employed at greater rates,
but the disparity varies from state to state.
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GETTING TO WORK

Some places are much further along in the shift to integration, and their achievements have come without formally closing
sheltered workshops. But they demonstrate that lasting change
takes time—sometimes decades—and strong parent advocacy
in particular. Washington state was the ﬁrst, in the 1970s, to set
strong protections for people with disabilities to be educated in
public schools. In the 1980s, the state set standards for disability
agencies, with the pursuit of individual employment as the primary objective. “The whole discussion changed, and it was no
longer, ‘What do we do with these people’ but ‘How do we get
them jobs?’” says Margaret-Lee Thompson, a parent advocate
who was active in the state in the 1980s and remains a prominent
national voice.
Today Washington’s trove of publicly and easily accessible disability data has no equal in the country. The new federal labor
rules making it harder to place youth directly into sheltered
workshops in some ways mirror an existing Washington policy
that’s about a decade old. By the most recent count, 86 percent
of the people served by Washington disability agencies work in
integrated settings, ranking the state ﬁrst in the country.
Wisconsin’s Dane County, home to the University of Wisconsin and the city of Madison, has a similar story and today
has one of the highest overall disability employment rates in the
country. There were disability champions at the university who
expanded their inﬂuence to the local school system, and parental
champions who took it from there. The county struck a deal with
its schools about 25 years ago, promising to continue providing
employment supports for recent graduates who had been getting their services from the education system, without placing
them on a waiting list. Every year, 85 to 90 percent of the disabled
people who leave Dane County schools move into a job, and 82
percent of those in Medicaid-funded employment services are
in integrated settings.
“It’s become the culture,” says Doug Hunt, a developmental
disabilities official. “It’s the expectation that parents have, that
schools have. It took time to build that momentum, but that culture of creating higher expectations of employment for people
with disabilities, the cumulative impact of that is what we’re seeing now.”
Neither Washington state nor Dane County is perfect. Both
are struggling to increase the number of working hours for disabled people, a problem with no easy solutions. It will require
attitude adjustments among employers, and greater spending on
employment supports so people can keep their jobs and work
more hours. It means working harder to place people in jobs that
are the best ﬁt for them. (Numerous studies suggest that actually
will save governments money in the long run, since they’ll spend
less on job coaches and work support for their clients.)
Still, agencies feel enormous pressure to get it right. “The fear
is if the tools aren’t there, people will be sent home, sitting on
a couch with their parents, and having no opportunities,” says
Landgraf, the Delaware secretary. “How do we take our existing
system and possibly redeﬁne it and redesign it?”
The states have a lot of work to do to answer that question. G

Working Together
The share of disabled adults participating in integrated workplaces.
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Rex Sinqueﬁeld
wants to devour
the Missouri
political system.
He hasn’t done
it yet, but he
has the money
to keep trying.
By Alan Greenblatt
epublicans are in ﬁrm control of the Missouri House of Representatives, and they
run a good whip operation. If they can’t get
a bill passed with a solid GOP majority, they
don’t bring it to the ﬂoor. They’d rather not advertise
dissension within party ranks. A couple of years ago,
however, the leadership made a big exception to that
rule. They knew they lacked the Republican support to
override Democratic Gov. Jay Nixon’s veto of an $800
million state income tax cut, but they still called the
package up for a vote, forcing all legislators to go on
record, including 15 Republicans who ended up bucking the party majority and opposing the cut.
Rank-and-ﬁle members are convinced this all took
place to please one man. A decade after returning to
the state with a fortune he earned managing money
in California, 70-year-old Rex Sinqueﬁeld has become
a powerful presence in Missouri politics. Unlike most
people who disagree with the positions politicians
take, Sinqueﬁeld has the resources to make them pay.
Last year, he and campaign committees he funded
helped recruit candidates to run in primary contests
against several of the Republicans who had broken
party ranks on the tax cut vote. Each of the challengers was offered six-ﬁgure support. “He came after me
with a lot of money and a very, very negative campaign,” says Nate Walker, one of the targeted House
members. “I had to go and mortgage my house so I
could at least ﬁght back a little bit.”
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The issues that concern “Rex,” as he is universally referred to
in political circles, have become central to the state’s agenda in
recent years. In addition to his campaign contributions, Sinqueﬁeld has spent millions on lobbying efforts and on the Show-Me
Institute, a free-market think tank he established in St. Louis. Last
year, he estimated his lobbying operation employed about 1,000
people “the last time I looked at my checkbook.” It’s hard to tell
to what extent he was kidding, but he didn’t seem to be joking
when at the same event he twice referred to Nixon as an “idiot.”
(Sinqueﬁeld declined requests to be interviewed for this story.)
Democrats from the governor on down have accused Sinqueﬁeld of trying to buy state government. U.S. Sen. Claire McCaskill
uses him as the centerpiece of her campaign to bring contribution limits back to the state, arguing that legislators too often
ask themselves “What does Rex think?” instead of sticking with

or what we stood for—whoever had the most money could win
the election.”
Sinqueﬁeld has devoted many millions to the idea of eliminating income taxes and replacing them with sales taxes, but the
effort has not progressed either at the ballot box or in the legislature. A ballot measure he bankrolled last fall to change teacher
evaluation methods and weaken tenure proved so unpopular that
the campaign backing it went dormant weeks before the election.
It ended up getting only about a quarter of the vote. “I think he
has bad instincts overall,” says Ken Warren, a pollster and political scientist at Saint Louis University. “He’s backed a lot of causes
that simply lose.”
But while Sinqueﬁeld’s batting average isn’t as high as he’d
like, he has had some game-changing victories. After the failure
on the tax veto override, Sinqueﬁeld and his squad tried again last
year. That time, legislators succeeded in overriding a Nixon veto, offering Missourians their ﬁrst
income tax cut in nearly a century. Nixon complained publicly about spotting Sinqueﬁeld’s ﬁngerprints on parts of the package. Ron Richard,
the Republican leader in the state Senate, says
Sinqueﬁeld deserves some, though not all, of the
credit for pushing the tax cut through. “He has
the ability and wherewithal to move ideas that
need to be debated,” Richard says. Sinqueﬁeld
devoted $10 million to Missouri candidates and
campaign committees in 2014 alone, helping to
support more than 160 campaigns.

in or lose, the ongoing Sinqueﬁeld
saga in Missouri sheds light on
the central role money plays in
contemporary American politics,
as well as its limits. While many megadonors,
such as billionaires Charles and David Koch,
continue to be cash machines for federal candidates, others are ﬁnding they can get more for
their money by focusing on a single state. Not
every state has a Sinqueﬁeld, but quite a few do. And some of
these state moneybrokers, such as Republicans Art Pope in North
Carolina and Bruce Rastetter in Iowa, and Democrats Tim Gill
and Pat Stryker in Colorado, threaten to amass the kind of clout
in individual legislatures that was held more than a century ago
by railroads and mining companies, and triggered Progressive Era
campaign ﬁnance limits in the ﬁrst place. “It costs less currying
favor with state lawmakers,” says Kenneth Vogel, author of Big
Money, a book detailing donations in the current super PAC era,
“and bills are actually moving. They don’t have the same level of
gridlock as Washington.”
There’s no question such donors are playing an outsized role.
Their inﬂuence is sometimes felt in ways that aren’t easy to detect,
such as bottling up bills that may never come to a vote. Nevertheless, they can’t always get what they want. “They’re spending in
such a ham-handed way that they become a public villain, in some
cases,” Vogel says. “They often seem to prompt a backlash.”

W

ALAN GREENBLATT

Republican state Rep.
Nate Walker had to
mortgage his house
to fend off Sinqueﬁeld
attacks.

the wishes of their constituents. Big majorities in both chambers
of the legislature have indeed accepted campaign contributions
from Sinqueﬁeld. “His inﬂuence is enormous,” says Sean Soendker Nicholson, executive director of Progress Missouri, an advocacy group on the left. “Legislators and leaders are very attuned to
what he wants and what all of his lobbyists want to see happen.”
What Sinqueﬁeld wants to see happen doesn’t always transpire, though. Each of the legislators who was challenged for
their votes, including Walker, survived the 2014 election. So did a
county judge who had ruled against Sinqueﬁeld on a ballot question and subsequently found herself subject to a $300,000 campaign onslaught. To a certain extent, the St. Louis billionaire is
like a would-be Michael Corleone of The Godfather who targets
his enemies but frequently fails to take them out. “Truly, it would
have changed the face of politics in Missouri had he unseated
us,” says Lyle Rowland, another GOP representative targeted for
his 2013 tax vote. “Then it wouldn’t have mattered who we were
GOVERNING | Ju n e 2 0 1 5
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inqueﬁeld learned to hate taxes at his mother’s knee.
His father died when he was 7, and money was scarce.
In straitened circumstances, his mother resented having
to pay the 1 percent tax imposed on earnings of people
who work or live in St. Louis. “I can’t afford this damned tax,” he
recalls her saying.
She was able to keep her older daughters at home, but she
placed Rex and his brother in an orphanage for several years. After
that, Sinqueﬁeld considered entering the priesthood, but he was
precociously interested in the stock market and ended up studying
business. After earning an MBA from the University of Chicago, he
helped pioneer index funds, which track markets broadly rather
than picking out individual stocks. Eventually, he cofounded a
California-based investment ﬁrm, Dimensional Fund Advisors,
that was managing $398 billion worth of assets as of March 31.
Sinqueﬁeld won’t divulge his net worth; Forbes estimates the fortune of his Dimensional cofounder, David Booth, at $1.6 billion.
Retiring back home to St. Louis a decade ago, Sinqueﬁeld
became a major charitable benefactor. He put the city on the map
as a chess capital, underwriting the move of the World Chess Hall
of Fame from Miami to his St. Louis neighborhood, where he provides six-ﬁgure purses annually for the U.S. chess championships
and the Sinqueﬁeld Cup. He’s a big backer of chess programs in
area schools as well, and a huge donor to scholarship funds. Sinqueﬁeld has also given generously to the St. Vincent Home for
Children, where he spent part of his childhood. “It’s just home to
him,” says Mike Garavalia, development director at St. Vincent.
“He has returned and given back to us manyfold, not just monetarily but with his time and commitment.”
Sinqueﬁeld has done a lot of things in St. Louis that Mayor
Francis Slay and other prominent Democrats applaud. After the
city failed for years in the legislature in its attempt to win control of its own police force, which the state had taken over during the Civil War and never given back, Sinqueﬁeld sponsored a
successful statewide ballot measure to make that change in 2012.
He’s also been a big backer of efforts to get the city and St. Louis
County, which are entirely separate entities, to cooperate more
on a regional basis.
If all his money went to boosting St. Louis and helping the
city cope with its problems, “lots of statues” would be erected
in Sinqueﬁeld’s honor, says Rowland, the GOP representative.
But his charitable giving is vastly exceeded in statewide public attention by the money Sinqueﬁeld puts into politics. His
single largest political expenditures have come in his efforts
to abolish the earnings tax. In 2010, he spent $11 million successfully backing a statewide ballot targeting the tax. Thanks
to its passage, citizens in St. Louis and Kansas City now have to
vote affirmatively every ﬁve years to keep the earnings tax on
the books. They’ve done so once already, but city officials and
bond rating agencies wonder how the lost revenues could ever
be recouped if the tax is voted down.
Altogether, Sinqueﬁeld has devoted nearly $40 million to candidates and political committees in Missouri, which is the only
state with no limits on campaign contributions or lobbyist gifts.
No legislator anywhere wants to be accused of letting money sway
his vote, but in Missouri, politicians employ what might be called a

ALAN GREENBLATT

S

Sinqueﬁeld, shown in the center waving, played basketball
at St. Vincent and was part the 1958 championship squad.

That has happened with Sinqueﬁeld. Few Missouri politicians
turn down his money, but some are starting to make calculations
about whether it’s ultimately more of a handicap than an advantage. Most rural Republicans, for example, have no use for his
school reform ideas, and Tom Schweich, the state auditor who
committed suicide in February, intended to make Sinqueﬁeld’s
dollars a central theme of his campaign for governor in 2016. At
his campaign announcement, Schweich accused Sinqueﬁeld of
engaging in “corrosive tactics” through “an army of mercenaries.
If they run our state, we won’t have a debate over whether it’s
Missour-ah or Missour-ee. It will be Missour-Rex.”
Schweich’s death and the subsequent suicide of one of his
campaign aides have cast a pall over Missouri politics and opened
wide rifts within GOP circles. Former U.S. Sen. John Danforth, a
Schweich ally, received national attention for a eulogy in which
he decried negative campaign tactics. There isn’t any indication
that Sinqueﬁeld had anything to do with a whisper campaign
about Schweich’s religious affiliation or an attack ad that called
Schweich a “weak candidate.” It is clear that Sinqueﬁeld’s favored
candidate for governor, former state House Speaker Catherine
Hanaway, however, has been thrown off course by the whole
affair. She suspended her campaign for a month out of respect
for Schweich.
Sinqueﬁeld has given $1 million to Hanaway’s campaign. In
fact, he’s already contributed heavily to an entire slate of candidates seeking statewide office in 2016, including $1 million to
Bev Randles, who is running for lieutenant governor. Whether
his preferred candidates end up winning or losing will say a lot
about the extent of his reach. “So far, he hasn’t been successful,
by and large,” says former Democratic Gov. Bob Holden. “By the
same token, if he continues to put money in cycle after cycle after
cycle, he could have tremendous impact.”
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ALAN GREENBLATT

police-lineup defense, saying they’ve never spoken to Sinqueﬁeld
or barely seen him around. “I’ve only met Rex one time,” says Will
Kraus, whose campaign for secretary of state received a $100,000
Sinqueﬁeld donation last fall. “I think I met him once,” says GOP
state Sen. Rob Schaaf, who took in more than $50,000 in Sinqueﬁeld funds last year. “He hasn’t inﬂuenced me.”
Missouri legislators such as Kraus and Schaaf have semiplausible deniability because money often ﬂows not directly
from Sinqueﬁeld but through PACs he bankrolls, such as Grow
Missouri and the Missouri Club for Growth. Even before limits
on individual donors were abolished in 2008, Sinqueﬁeld gave
as freely as he wished through more than 100 different PACs.
That’s why even if Democrats succeed in restoring contribution

Louis Public Radio in January, Sinqueﬁeld said that the growing
budget shortfall in Kansas “has very little to do with taxes per se,”
blaming it on poor revenue projection instead.
Despite a shortage of evidence from the Kansas experiment
thus far, Sinqueﬁeld is a believer in the domino theory of state tax
rates. If a state lowers its taxes, he argues, its neighbors are sure
to follow. Sinqueﬁeld wants Missouri to eliminate personal and
corporate income taxes altogether, partially replacing the lost revenue with a broader sales tax that would be capped at 7 percent.
“He was one of the guys early on who really started to see the
connection between low-tax policies and growth,” says Stephen
Moore, chief economist at the conservative Heritage Foundation
and, along with Sinqueﬁeld, co-author of a book last year arguing that lower taxes and anti-union policies
drive economic and population growth. “A
huge number of states are looking at cutting
rates,” Moore says, “and state taxes are a lot
lower than they were 10 years ago.”
No one outside Sinqueﬁeld’s orbit seems
to believe that Missouri is about to eliminate its income tax. But Sinqueﬁeld has
good reason to believe further tax cuts are
coming down the road. Even if Hanaway
fails to win the nomination for governor,
the eventual GOP nominee will likely favor
tax reduction. That’s also the position of the
probable Democratic nominee, state Attorney General Chris Koster, who has received
large donations from Sinqueﬁeld in the past.
“We’re playing offense and the other side is
constantly and chronically playing defense,”
Sinqueﬁeld said a few years back.
Even the biggest donor in a state is not
going to win every political battle. Still,
although Sinqueﬁeld has not enjoyed nearly
the level of return on his political investSen. Ron Richard, the GOP leader in the Senate, says Sinqueﬁeld money has
ments that he found in the ﬁnancial markets,
he clearly has plenty of money left for both
done a lot of good.
charity and political campaigns. “Candidly,
limits through a ballot measure—and they’ve been talking about
they’ve wasted a lot of their money through bad decisions,” says
launching such an effort for years, to little noticeable effect—
Holden, the former governor, “but they’ve got the money to waste.”
While many legislators have balked at parts of Sinqueﬁeld’s
money from Sinqueﬁeld and other large donors will still ﬁnd
its way into the system.
agenda, Sinqueﬁeld can take some satisfaction in the fact that
Sinqueﬁeld is certainly not shy about his political giving.
many of his critics won’t be around all that long. House and SenDonations over $5,000 have to be disclosed within 48 hours
ate members in Missouri are limited to eight years in office; if the
to the Missouri Ethics Commission, and for years Sinqueﬁeld
current cohort is hard to persuade, the next generation of legislamade a habit of writing checks for $5,001. Politicians tend not to
tors may feel it’s not worth the aggravation of standing up to him
like that. Once they are known to have tapped into the Sinqueand enduring thousands of dollars in attack ads as their reward.
ﬁeld vein, it can be a struggle to convince anyone else that more
And Sinqueﬁeld doesn’t intend to stop writing checks until he
money might still be required.
can succeed in reshaping Missouri more to his liking. He once
Although the bulk of his money has been spent on Missouri
grandiosely declared that he refused to die until his favored tax
politics, Sinqueﬁeld and his team have spread the gospel of
and education policies had been adopted. “There’s more coming
down the pike,” says Travis Brown, Sinqueﬁeld’s lobbyist. “He’s got
tax cuts to governors and lawmakers in other states, including
a very ambitious agenda.” G
Louisiana, Nebraska and Oklahoma. Sinqueﬁeld called the big
program of tax cuts enacted in Kansas under Republican Gov.
Sam Brownback “a stroke of genius.” During an appearance on St.
Email agreenblatt@governing.com
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SOLUTIONS
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New digitization mandates. Sensors. Video
surveillance. The proliferation of devices.
Big data is putting a big strain on government
agencies everywhere. Comcast Business offers
robust data services, through a far-reaching
Ethernet network, that provide the security,
scalability and performance that governments
need to power today’s initiatives.

business.comcast.com/government 866-429-2241
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n Is It?
Fertilizer from
Iowa’s farms is
fouling the water
in Des Moines.
Urban and rural
interests are
ﬁghting over how
to clean it up.
By Daniel C. Vock
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WHOSE POLLUTION IS IT?

D

es Moines has a water problem. The source of the
drinking water that’s processed by the city’s utility,
which serves half a million people, routinely has
dangerous levels of nitrate, a colorless, odorless and
tasteless form of nitrogen. In extreme cases, nitraterich water can be fatally toxic for babies, depriving
them of oxygen. So for the past several years, Des Moines has
been spending hundreds of thousands of dollars annually to ﬁlter
nitrate from the Raccoon River, where it gets its drinking water.
The situation has grown so dire that the utility says it will soon
need to build a new facility to comply with federal pollution laws,
at a cost of somewhere between $76 million and $184 million.
But to hear Bill Stowe tell it, the dirty water isn’t really Des
Moines’ problem at all—it’s the problem of outlying rural counties, where farmers apply nitrogen-heavy fertilizers to boost crop
production. Stowe, the CEO of the area’s water utility, says he’s
tired of waiting for farmers to voluntarily reduce the amounts
of nitrate they allow to seep into groundwater, and he’s tired of
waiting for someone to police the farmers.
So he’s suing them.
“Our stormwater systems, our sanitary sewers, our water systems are paying for pollution caused upstream by agricultural
producers,” Stowe says. “That’s not a situation we’re going to
allow to continue to go unchecked.”
The lawsuit technically pits the Des Moines Water Works
against 13 obscure agencies in three agricultural counties more
than 100 miles upstream from the city. But it carries great symbolic signiﬁcance—it challenges fundamental farming practices in
a state whose identity and reputation are linked inextricably with
agriculture. It also exposes an urban-rural rift. “Des Moines has
declared war on rural Iowa,” Gov. Terry Branstad, a Republican in
his sixth term, said as the utility geared up for the court battle this
winter. “Instead of ﬁling a lawsuit, Des Moines should sit down
with the farmers and people who want to do something about it.”
Stowe dismisses the idea of a regional conﬂict. “Clean water is
no less necessary on farms and in small towns than it is in cities
and suburbs,” he says. “The issue is more starkly industrial agriculture versus the rest of Iowa. The endgame here is agricultural
accountability for water quality in this state. There’s not another
business that could put … a pipe into a water of the state and not
be regulated.”
The suit claims that water polluted by fertilizer should be regulated under the same federal rules that govern water discharged
from factories and sewage treatment plants. It’s forcing Iowans
to confront the long-neglected and sometimes painful problem of
how to clean up their rivers without choking off the lifeblood of
the state’s economy. It’s part of a bigger discussion about Iowa’s
farming history and what the state wants to be in the future.
Similar conversations are taking place in other states as well.
This spring, Ohio lawmakers cracked down on farming practices
(such as spreading manure on frozen ﬁelds) that harm waterways,
after a Lake Erie algae bloom shut down Toledo’s water supply for
two days last August. In Maryland and other Mid-Atlantic states,
efforts to clean up the Chesapeake Bay have increasingly focused
on stormwater runoff in communities far upstream from the bay.
In Iowa, the lawsuit takes issue with the technology that

makes much of the state farmable to
begin with. Iowa today has some of the
nation’s most fertile farmland, and, with
some plots going for more than $10,000
an acre, some of the most valuable. But it
wasn’t always so. A century ago, much of
Iowa was marshy swampland.
The ﬁrst white settlers in the “prairie
pothole” region north of Des Moines,
where the Raccoon River originates,
thought the vast expanses of ﬂat land
were worthless; they settled along
streams or on drier ground instead. But
soon area residents discovered that by
adding drainage pipes four to ﬁve feet
underground, the swampland could be
made incredibly fertile.
So they installed underground
plumbing systems to carry water away,
and their farms ﬂourished. As the practice became more popular, farmers
needed a way to move the drained water
off their property and into streams and
rivers. In 1908, voters amended the
Iowa Constitution to speciﬁcally allow
farmers to band together and create “drainage districts” to build those
ditches and drains. Heavy machinery
made installing drainage systems easier,
and farmers continue to install drains
even today. They are used extensively
for corn and soybean ﬁelds in the Raccoon River watershed, and are common
on 40 percent of the farmland in Midwestern states between Iowa and Ohio.
“Sac County would be a mosquito
haven but for drainage districts, because
there’d be standing water everywhere,”
says Colin McCullough, an attorney
who, like his father before him, focuses
on drainage issues. McCullough is representing Sac County’s supervisors, who
were sued by the Des Moines utility in
their capacity as trustees for drainage
districts in the area. Just defending the
case could put a huge ﬁnancial strain on
the resources of the county, which has only 10,000 residents. In
fact, all the defendants will likely have to hire lawyers from Des
Moines and Washington, D.C., but Sac County’s insurance company so far has refused to cover the costs of the suit.
Drainage districts are essentially agreements among neighbors to build, maintain or upgrade infrastructure to move water
away from the ﬁelds. Residents decide whether to start one, and
the costs are paid for entirely by landowners in the district. A
supermajority of those landowners can block projects entirely.
In fact, drainage districts themselves cannot do much but build
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RYAN DONNELL

water. The law speciﬁcally exempts “agricultural runoff ” from regulation. While it
is a clear concession to a powerful lobby in
Congress, the agricultural exemption also
makes some regulatory sense. It’s not hard
to imagine the complexities of regulators
trying to pinpoint pollution to speciﬁc corn
or soybean ﬁelds.
A central question in the Des Moines
lawsuit is whether the water carried by
the drainage districts is actually “agricultural runoff.” The utility says no, because
it’s not surface water. It isn’t rainwater
that rolls downhill into a stream; it is
water that trickles through the soil before
the drains siphon it off. The Des Moines
Water Works considers it contaminated
groundwater that, when it enters streams
and rivers, should be treated as point
source pollution.
It’s the drains, in the Des Moines utility’s view, that are responsible for the high
nitrate levels. Nitrogen is naturally ﬁltered
through soil and taken up by plants. That
is, of course, why farmers apply nitrogenheavy fertilizers in the ﬁrst place. But the
drainage pipes short-circuit that process,
says Stowe, the utility’s CEO. The pipes,
he says, “falsely interrupt the groundwater
system and bring it to a higher quantity and
lower quality.”
At its heart, the lawsuit raises a novel
legal claim. “The surprising thing is that
this issue has never been litigated,” says
Drake University professor Neil Hamilton,
who heads the Des Moines school’s Agricultural Law Center.
It is also clear, Hamilton says, that the
Des Moines utility strategically selected
its defendants so the focus of the suit
would be squarely on agriculture. All
of the drainage districts it sued are in
Des Moines Water Works CEO Bill Stowe: “Clean water is no less
sparsely populated areas, where farms are
the only plausible source of nitrate pollunecessary on farms and in small towns than it is in cities and suburbs.”
tion and public data show high levels of
nitrates in the water. That rules out other
drainage facilities. They don’t have the authority, for example, to
sources of nitrate contamination that are more common in
adopt conservation measures. While county supervisors are careurban and suburban areas. The move “nulliﬁes the goose poop
takers of the drainage districts, they actually have little say in what
and golf course arguments” that have sometimes been used to
those districts do and rarely spend much time overseeing them.
deﬂect responsibility from agriculture’s role in producing the
There are 3,000 drainage districts across the Iowa prairie; as
pollutants, Hamilton says.
governments go, they are tiny. But the drainage districts are the
The drainage districts have plenty of legal defenses. There’s
key to Des Moines Water Works’ unique claim that water coming
a threshold question of whether they can be held liable under
from farmlands can be regulated under the federal Clean Water
Iowa law at all. The Iowa Supreme Court ruled three years ago
Act, which focuses most of its enforcement on “point source”
that drainage districts cannot be sued for money damages; they
can only be sued to compel them to keep up their systems. The
pollution, typically liquid ﬂowing out of a pipe into a body of
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he free pass that the agriculture
industry gets under federal environmental laws can breed resentment even in a farm state like Iowa.
While ignoring the nitrogen and
phosphorus that wash off farm ﬁelds and into
rivers, federal regulators keep close watch on
the water ﬂowing from city sewer pipes or
water treatment plants into those same rivers. In fact, the Environmental Protection
Agency has been tightening the screws on
municipal water systems under the Clean
Water Act, often requiring improvements
costing billions of dollars.
In many areas, though, farm runoff
is harming the environment more than
city waste. For example, the chemicals
responsible for creating the Gulf of Mexico
“dead zone,” where most marine life cannot survive, come largely from agricultural
sources. Midwest corn and soybean ﬁelds,
Iowa farmers planted more than 300,000 acres of cover crops in 2013.
Experts say this reduces nitrate leaving farm ﬁelds by 31 percent.
such as those upstream from Des Moines,
account for a quarter of the phosphorus and
more than half of the nitrogen that enters
the Gulf. By comparison, urban areas contribute 12 percent of
with the unit operating. Due in part to extreme weather, the Des
the phosphorus and 9 percent of the nitrogen that runs into it.
Moines Water Works took in more nitrate in a single week in the
summer of 2013 than it had the entire previous year, which cost
It is particularly frustrating, says Pat Sinicropi of the National
Association of Clean Water Agencies, because reducing a polthe agency more than $500,000. Since then, nitrate levels have
remained stubbornly high. This winter, the water agency had to
lutant such as nitrogen or phosphorus is much cheaper in the
ﬁeld than in a treatment plant. In the Chesapeake Bay watershed,
keep its unit running for 96 days, the longest ever for that season.
for example, one study found that it would cost farmers $1.50 to
$22 per pound to reduce nitrogen in the water. For wastewater
hen Branstad, Iowa’s governor, said Des Moines
should work more closely with farmers to reduce
utilities, the cost would be $15.80 to $47 per pound of nitrogen
removed. For stormwater cleanup, the cost would be more than
pollution, he probably imagined something like
$200 a pound.
what Cedar Rapids is doing.
The federal government also keeps a close eye on drinking
In the same week that Des Moines ﬁled its
water agencies, many of which, like the Des Moines Water Works,
lawsuit, Cedar Rapids, Iowa’s second-largest city, announced that
use rivers as their supply. Those utilities must comply with reguit had received $2 million in federal money to work with 15 local
groups to encourage farmers to ﬁnd ways of curbing pollution.
lations under the federal Safe Drinking Water Act. That scrutiny
It’s a collaboration among some of the biggest players in Iowa
is what spurred the Des Moines utility to build a special $4.1 million treatment unit to remove nitrates in 1991. Nitrates dissolve in
agriculture, including state and county soil and conservation diswater and are difficult to remove. The process Des Moines uses
tricts, Iowa State University, and trade associations for pork, corn
to do so is messy, because it creates a corrosive salt slurry. It’s
and soybean farmers.
expensive, costing $7,000 a day. And it’s outdated, because better
That’s how Steve Hershner, who is in charge of the drinking
water, wastewater and trash collection in Cedar Rapids, ended
processes have been developed in the quarter-century since Des
up on a bus tour of farms with 80 other people in March. The
Moines built its existing facility.
But Des Moines is using the nitrate-removal process more and
group explored several new ways to break down nitrate on their
more often. In the ﬁrst decade after the treatment unit was built,
own farms using natural processes. Farmers can plant winterthe city used it, on average, about 50 days a year. Recently, though,
hardy plants during the offseason, ones that will continue to
nitrate levels in the incoming water have been so high that Des
break down nitrate after the main crops are harvested. They are
Moines has been breaking its own records for consecutive days
also spreading water along the grassy banks of streams, rather

T

IOWA SOYBEAN ASSOCIATION/JOE MURPHY

districts also will point to legislative history
purporting to show that Congress meant to
include drainage districts under the agriculture protections in the Clean Water Act.

W
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IOWA SOYBEAN ASSOCIATION/JOE MURPHY

WHOSE POLLUTION IS IT?

than piping it straight into the stream itself, so the grasses can
process the nitrates.
One promising technology, known as “biodigesters,” can help
too. Biodigesters are essentially underground concrete chambers
ﬁlled with wood chips that mimic the work done by wetlands
to convert nitrates into nitrogen gas, a harmless substance that
makes up most of the world’s atmosphere. Water from pipes
passes through the biodigesters, each of which is about the size
of a small basement. Microbes in the wood chips break down the
nitrates before the water moves through.
But there are drawbacks. “Innovations like this are really
expensive to construct and install, and they take some management,” Hershner says. “It’s not that you put it in and never think
about it again.”
Then there is the problem of scale. The federal grant will pay
for demonstration projects, but that doesn’t go very far. Roger
Wolf, who runs the environmental programs at the Iowa Soybean Association, says stemming the ﬂow of nitrates downstream
would take somewhere around 180,000 biodigesters in Iowa; the
soybean association, viewed as a leader in the area, currently
helps run 26.
Many activists believe farmers could reduce pollution by
either using less fertilizer or using it in a more environmentally
friendly way, but Wolf says that won’t be nearly enough to solve
the problem. “You’re not going to reach these goals by tweaking fertilizer management,” he says. “I think that’s difficult for

people to understand.” A full solution of the nitrate problem
would require ﬁnancial resources that neither the federal nor
the state government seems ready to provide, plus coordination
among the state’s 90,000 farmers, 300,000 landlords and 3,000
drainage districts.
The collaborative approach pioneered by Cedar Rapids may
also be too late for Des Moines. Because of differences in its geography, economy and water supply, Cedar Rapids can afford to be
patient. In fact, Cedar Rapids has no system for ﬁltering nitrates
from its drinking water, because it hasn’t ever needed one. Its
goal in working with farmers is to make sure it won’t ever have
to build one.
But statewide, Des Moines’ aggressive approach is winning in
the court of public opinion. A February poll by The Des Moines
Register found 63 percent of Iowans backed the utility as it prepared its lawsuit. Support was strongest among urban residents,
but even in rural areas, residents were evenly split.
Hamilton, the Drake law professor, says the lawsuit highlights
the public’s growing frustration over water quality. “People are
saying this isn’t a new issue,” he says. “We’ve been dealing with
water quality issues in Iowa for generations. I think it’s fair to say
the public is growing weary of claims that all we need is more
time and voluntary measures will get us there, because there’s no
evidence to support that.” G
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Nonstop
Terry
McAuliffe’s
barnstorming
of Virginia

Virginia House of
Delegates pages Chloe
Smith, Nathaniel Tuck
and Who is this guy?.
wait outside the House
Chamber.

By Zach Patton
Photographs by David Kidd
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Gov. McAuliffe’s
days start before
dawn and end
well into the night.
March 9, 2015, was
a typical day in
the governor’s life.

7:17 am McAuliffe has
already been up for nearly
two hours.

I

Roanoke with Secretary of
Commerce Maurice Jones.

is spectacular!”—before eagerly wading into the scrum of reporters, local officials and business executives gathered for the event.
As the governor stepped into the deafening crowd, state Sen.
John Edwards, a Democrat who’s served in public office with six
different gubernatorial administrations, summed him up: “He’s
by far the most energetic and involved governor we’ve ever seen.”
But McAuliffe’s brio has often been an impediment in Richmond, where the Republican-controlled legislature has bristled
at his Democratic policy agenda, as well as his leadership style.
“He has a different personality from what we’re accustomed to,”
says Senate Majority Leader Thomas Norment. “He’s supremely
conﬁdent and effusive in that conﬁdence. He’s very affable, but
there are those who object to the way he approaches things.”
Those objections came to a head in the 2014 legislative session,
when the governor and the legislature faced off over Medicaid
expansion. McAuliffe had made it his top policy priority and had
warned Republicans that he would not sign any budget that failed
to expand access to Medicaid under the Affordable Care Act. A
three-month budget stalemate ensued that brought Virginia to
the brink of a government shutdown. At one point McAuliffe
vetoed parts of the budget and threatened to expand Medicaid

n person, Virginia Gov. Terry McAuliffe is a walking exclamation point: Everything he encounters is “spectacular!”
or “tremendous!” Everyone he meets is the “best!” Indeed,
McAuliffe’s enthusiasm can seem boundless. Since taking office in January 2014, he has established a reputation
in Richmond as a relentlessly energetic executive, a 24/7
leader who’s always available to meet with lawmakers, schmooze
over a potential new business deal or chat over beers at the Executive Mansion. (McAuliffe hosts nightly events and parties at the
official residence. He has also, famously, restocked the bar with
top-shelf liquors and craft beers at his own personal expense.)
That enthusiasm was on display on a recent Monday morning
as he bounded out of his plane and onto the tarmac at a small airport in Roanoke, 160 miles west of the state’s capitol in Richmond.
It was early—8:45 a.m.—but McAuliffe had already been awake
for nearly four hours. Twenty minutes after getting off the plane,
he was standing at a press conference in the lobby of the Patrick
Henry Hotel. The governor was in town to deliver good news:
a $600,000 grant to the city to renovate a long-vacant building
downtown, part of a $2.3 million statewide revitalization program. He praised the Roanoke mayor—“What you’re doing here

9:35 am Takes
questions from local
Roanoke media.

8:22 am En route to

9:39 am A Roanoke
resident takes advantage of
a chance meeting.

10:39 am Wheels
down back in Richmond.
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9:07 am Meets with
ofﬁcials before his speech at
the Patrick Henry Hotel.

.

9:17 am Announces
$600,000 state grant to renovate a downtown building.

using executive authority; in a press conference, he accused
Republicans of “demagoguery, lies, fear and cowardice.” But legislators were able to toss out McAuliffe’s vetoes in a procedural
move and pass a budget without Medicaid expansion, a major
blow to McAuliffe in his ﬁrst six months in office.
According to observers, the governor was chastened by the
process. After a “painful learning process,” says Stephen Farnsworth, a political science professor at the University of Mary
Washington, McAuliffe has since refocused his energy on those
things that are achievable within Virginia’s split partisan environment. This year’s budget process was far more collegial. McAuliffe
initially made a push for tighter gun control measures, but when it
became clear those were going nowhere, he worked with lawmakers on a no-drama budget that passed early for the ﬁrst time in 15
years. Learning to focus on what’s possible was a major political
lesson for the governor, says Farnsworth. “Politics, after all, is the
art of ﬁguring out what you can and can’t do.”
Republicans felt like they’d brought the governor in line. “It
was a little bit of a tumultuous ﬁrst year,” says Norment. “His
adrenaline was ﬂowing; he’s a very aggressive decisionmaker. But
we’ve seen a remarkable maturation by the governor. He’s come

to have a greater appreciation for the separation of powers and
for the idea that he has to work collaboratively with the legislative
branch as a partner.”
McAuliffe, for his part, doesn’t feel chastened. “I don’t think
I’ve changed one iota,” he says. On the plane back to Richmond
from the event at the Patrick Henry Hotel, he shrugs off the
whole Medicaid ﬁght. “I knew they were never going to pass it.
The speaker told me my ﬁrst week [as governor-elect] they were
never going to pass it. But that doesn’t mean that you don’t try,
that you don’t ﬁght for the things you believe in.”
The Medicaid standoff may have been the seminal ﬁght of his
ﬁrst year in elected office, but McAuliffe isn’t letting it slow him
down. “What can I tell you? These things happen,” he says. “You
get up and you keep moving.”

In many ways, McAuliffe can seem like a slightly odd
ﬁt for Virginia politics. Born and raised in Syracuse, N.Y.—he still
speaks at a rapid clip, with ﬂat, nasal vowels—he earned millions
as a banker, real estate developer and venture capitalist. He’s a
longtime national Democratic political operative and fundraiser,
and a close personal friend of Bill and Hillary Clinton. McAu-

10:48 am Uses time
in the car to work on his
speech for the next event.

10:52 am Arrives at
Woodville Elementary in
Richmond.
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11:02 am Serves lunch

11:13 am McAuliffe joins
his wife to announce project to
reduce childhood hunger.

to Woodville students.

liffe ran the Democratic National Committee from 2001 to 2005,
before co-chairing Hillary Clinton’s 2008 presidential campaign.
In purple Virginia, McAuliffe is a Democrat with a capital “D.”
In addition to his years of helping elect Democrats nationwide, he
has presented an unapologetically liberal policy in office. Besides
pushing for Medicaid expansion and gun control measures, he
supports abortion rights and same-sex marriage. (He’s the ﬁrst
Southern governor—and one of only a handful in the country—to
have officiated a gay wedding.) He’s more liberal than either of his
Democratic predecessors, Gov. Tim Kaine and Gov. Mark Warner.
But his progressive politics put him at odds with large parts of
Virginia—as well as the legislature, which has grown increasingly
conservative in recent years.
In 2009, the ﬁrst time McAuliffe ran for governor of Virginia,
he didn’t get past the primary. He was perceived as an unserious candidate and a carpetbagger. He lost handily in a three-way
race, barely scraping together half the votes of the primary winner, state Sen. Creigh Deeds.
But McAuliffe never stopped campaigning. “Some people say
he started running the next day,” says Levar Stoney, who now is
the secretary of the commonwealth for Virginia but was McAu-

1:29 pm U.S. Secretary of

12:06 pm Arrives
at the Governor’s Conference
on Agricultural Trade.

liffe’s campaign manager for the 2013 election. “I was there for a
lot of it, and you could deﬁnitely say that.” McAuliffe began touring the state, building a base and getting to know the rural downstate areas he hadn’t visited before. He also cofounded GreenTech
Automotive, an electric vehicle manufacturer. It was intended as a
way to help McAuliffe establish more of a connection to the state,
but that effort backﬁred somewhat when he announced plans to
locate the manufacturing plant in Mississippi and when federal
investigators launched a probe into whether the Department of
Homeland Security had given the company special treatment
regarding visas for foreign investors.
By the time the 2013 election came around, though, Virginia’s
political landscape had changed. Republican Gov. Bob McDonnell was in the midst of a scandal over accepting gifts—including a Rolex watch, catering for his daughter’s wedding, and more
than $150,000 in other gifts and cash—from a Richmond businessman. (McDonnell and his wife were later indicted on corruption charges and earlier this year were sentenced to prison.)
The scandal hung like a dark cloud over Republican nominee Ken
Cuccinelli, the state attorney general. Cuccinelli was a staunch
social conservative with far-right views on gay rights, abortion

1:32 pm On his way
back to the ofﬁce, he calls
in for a radio interview.

Agriculture Tom Vilsack stops
for an impromptu meeting.

2:09 pm The governor’s staff runs through
the issues of the day.
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ce

12:45 pm Charms

12:53 pm Agriculture is

employees at the Richmond
Marriott Hotel.

key “in my efforts to build a
new Virginia economy.”

access, divorce, global warming and immigration—“basically poison” for voters in Northern Virginia and other urban areas, says
Farnsworth. “The main asset [McAuliffe] had going into that race
was his opponent.”
McAuliffe won by just over two percentage points. In one
sense, it was a historic victory. For the ﬁrst time in 34 years, Virginians elected a governor of the same party as the sitting president. McAuliffe trumpeted it as a sign that Virginia had embraced
progressive social values as a key part of making the state business-friendly. Whether that’s true—or whether the state may
swing back to the right—remains to be seen.
But if McAuliffe’s health-care and social policies have rankled
some Virginians, there’s one aspect of his leadership that’s earned
universal praise: his business acumen. He is a ceaseless promoter
of Virginia products and exports, and has already brought in billions of dollars of new business to the state. He claims to have
landed some 25,000 new jobs. As of last month, according to his
office, he had closed 356 economic development deals totaling
more than $6.4 billion in capital investment, more than double
what any of his predecessors had done by this point in their
administration. He’s hopscotched the globe to seal deals and to

attract businesses, including trips last year to China, Japan, South
Korea and the United Kingdom. He’s already planned trips this
year to Cuba, France, Germany, India, Israel and Sweden. In most
cases, these aren’t vague “trade missions” but meetings with speciﬁc companies. McAuliffe’s biggest win so far was ﬁnalizing a $2
billion deal with a Chinese paper company to build a plant outside
Richmond, employing 2,000 people. He also, not insigniﬁcantly,
convinced China to lift a seven-year ban on importing Virginia
poultry (put in place after the avian ﬂu was detected at one Virginia farm), a $20 million annual boon for the state.
It’s a skill—and a success rate—that has won over many of his
political opponents. “I think he works tirelessly to promote the
state and bring in new business,” says Norment, the Republican
senate majority leader. “I’d give him an A.”
It’s not just his deal-making that has impressed Virginians. It’s
his vast list of personal contacts in businesses all over the world.
There are countless times in which McAuliffe’s personal connections have helped broker a deal, or at least launch discussions. Late
last year, for example, Inova Health Systems, Northern Virginia’s
largest health-care provider, was stuck. The company had been
trying to make a deal to acquire a 117-acre campus from Exxon

3:11 pm He returns to the

3:13 pm Meets with
José R. Cabañas, Cuba’s top
diplomat in the U.S.

Executive Mansion for more
meetings.
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4:23 pm McAuliffe says
goodbye to Canadian
Ambassador Gary Doer.

4:25 pm With staff in tow, he
heads back to the ofﬁce.

Mobil, and negotiations had been dragging on for years. Finally,
the Inova CEO called up McAuliffe and asked, “Any chance you
know someone at Exxon Mobil?” As it happened, the governor
knew the CEO personally; he ﬂipped open his Rolodex and made
a call. The deal was ﬁnalized this February. McAuliffe told The
New York Times in 2012 that his Rolodex included 18,632 names.
That’s not to say Virginia’s economic picture is rosy. As
McAuliffe himself says every chance he gets, the state has been
hit especially hard by reduced federal spending. Virginia is the
nation’s top recipient of Department of Defense dollars; thanks to
sequestration in Congress and other federal drawdowns, Virginia
lost more than $9.8 billion from 2011 to 2013. One independent
analysis says that equates to a projected job loss of 154,000 positions, about 4 percent of the state’s workers. Despite the new jobs
McAuliffe has helped bring in, employment is still fairly sluggish.
Last year the state’s job growth rate was the sixth-slowest in the
nation. McAuliffe hopes his economic development blitz can help
the state become less dependent on federal funds. “With this dysfunctional Congress, who knows what the future holds when it
comes to spending?” he says. “We’ve got to do everything we can
to prepare our economy for the future.”

Aside from his jobs push, McAuliffe has managed to enact
some of his policy priorities through legislative end-runs. After
his Medicaid efforts failed, he successfully peeled off parts of his
plan and expanded access through executive order, extending
dental care beneﬁts to pregnant women and allowing Medicaid
access for people with severe mental illnesses. He’s won federal
grant dollars for school lunch programs and expanded Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program beneﬁts, restored civil
and voting rights to a record number of ex-offenders, legalized
adoption by gay couples, and made in-state tuition available for
undocumented students—all through executive action. His very
ﬁrst act upon being sworn in was imposing a $100 annual gift limit
from lobbyists to himself, his cabinet and all family members. He
has pushed the legislature to adopt a similar cap, as well as other
ethics reforms in the wake of the McDonnell scandal.

A few days after he stood in the lobby of the Patrick Henry Hotel, McAuliffe was at a different hotel, in downtown
Washington, as the featured Democratic speaker at the Gridiron
Club Dinner, the annual white-tie gala attended by the president
and other politicians. It’s an evening of toasts, roasts and insider

5:16 pm On his way back

5:32 pm McAuliffe

to the residence for a night of
entertaining.

makes his pitch to the next
generation.

5:56 pm The family’s
golden retriever keeps an
eye on the front door.
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NONSTOP

4:55 pm Signs one
of 71 bills that crossed his
desk that day.

5:03 pm McAuliffe
catches up on some paperwork in his ofﬁce.

song parodies about famous pols. One song that night invoked
Fleetwood Mac’s “Don’t Stop” to poke fun at McAuliffe as “the
most ambitious man alive” and the widely held belief that his
grand intention is to run for higher office:

Richmond and that the only campaigning he’s doing is to win the
Virginia Senate for Democrats. “I’m actively recruiting people
who agree with my social agenda, [and who are] pro-business,”
he says. “Our political team is on the ground, and I’m going to
raise a lot of money.” He wants to ensure that his successor is also
a Democrat, and he adamantly wants to win Virginia for Clinton.
“The best thing I can do for Hillary,” he says, “is to make Virginia
a blue state by doing a good job here.”
Despite his national name, despite his ambition, despite his
contacts in Beijing and New Delhi and Silicon Valley and D.C.,
McAuliffe still somehow manages to come across as an affable,
easy-going buddy, a pal-around guy who really just wants to pour
a couple drinks and shoot the breeze. When he took the dais at
the Gridiron dinner, he introduced himself in a way that made it
seem like the most ambitious man alive somehow just couldn’t
believe he’d ended up here. “Good evening, everybody. I’m Terry
McAuliffe, the governor of the Commonwealth of Virginia.” He
paused. “Terry McAuliffe. The governor of Virginia. Who saw that
coming?” G

Don’t stop thinking about McAuliffe
He’d stop at nothing to win
His whole life, American dream
National race his ultimate scheme.
McAuliffe may well have long-term presidential ambitions.
His national proﬁle is certainly on the rise: He’ll take over chairmanship of the National Governors Association starting next July.
And should Clinton win in 2016, it’s highly likely that McAuliffe
would see a post in the White House.
But it would be more remarkable if McAuliffe weren’t thinking
of higher office, says Mary Washington’s Farnsworth. Thanks to
the state’s unique-in-the-nation, one-term limit, “Virginia governors are always looking for the next job.” Other than McDonnell,
the past six Virginia governors have all sought higher office.
For now, of course, McAuliffe says he’s focused on the job in

Email zpatton@governing.com

7:36 pm The governor

s

7:48 pm It will be a few
more hours before the last
guest leaves.

welcomes guests for the
second event of the night.
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By Liz Farmer

Up in
the Air
SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

Can states capture revenue from cloud
computing and other tech services?
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UP IN THE AIR

wo years ago, Massachusetts took a bold step. The legislature passed a bill to tax the cloud. But they didn’t stop
there. Lawmakers also levied taxes on other tech activities. While the cloud may be where the fastest growth
is taking place, technology overall is an increasingly large part
of a state’s economy. Massachusetts didn’t want to lose out on a
chance to include it in its revenue base. Legislative analysts projected that the taxes would bring in $160 million a year.
But just two months after passing the “tech tax,” as it had
become known, Massachusetts repealed it. Opposition from the
state’s business forces rained down pressure on lawmakers. The
new law, they claimed, was putting them out of business. “It got
very bruising,” says Andrew Bagley, research and public affairs
director of the antitax Massachusetts Taxpayers Foundation.
Meanwhile, the Department of Revenue struggled to provide guidance to business owners on whether the service they
were providing was subject to the tax. Amy Pitter, director of the
department at the time, admits the complexities and confusion
surrounding the law were a burden. So the legislature voted to
repeal it and then-Gov. Deval Patrick, who had proposed the law
in the ﬁrst place, signed its retraction.
Massachusetts is not alone in trying to expand its sales tax to
include tech services. Like many states, the commonwealth was
already taxing some parts of the technology sector. But unlike
most states, Massachusetts tried to capture a larger and growing part of that sector’s economic activity. The law’s resounding
failure illustrates the many difficulties states have faced in recent
years when it comes to taxing technology and computer services.
Part of the problem harks back to a general issue that has been
bedeviling sales-tax states for more than half a century: As the
economy has shifted from one that primarily produced goods

(which are taxable at point of sale) to one that provides services,
states have struggled to ﬁnd a way to add services to their sales
tax base. The other challenge is more speciﬁc to the technology
industry: Its products and services are so complex, changing so
rapidly and constantly overlapping each other, that it is hard to get
a handle on what it is that should be taxed. The recent emergence
of cloud computing—computer services that consumers and businesses use and pay for but don’t necessarily own—adds an extra
layer of difficulty.
What has resulted from the attempts by Massachusetts and
other states to harness the high-tech service economy is a hodgepodge of approaches that lack consistency and are frustrating for
both the states that write the bills and the businesses affected by
those laws.
But states must do something to keep up with the goods-toservices change in the economy. Indiana University’s John Mikesell has calculated that, between 1970 and 2010, the mean state
sales tax base narrowed from 55 percent of personal income to
37 percent. While the sales tax remains an important revenue
stream for states that levy the tax—it accounts for about one-third
of revenues on average—states are capturing a smaller and smaller
piece of the commerce pie.
Nearly 30 years ago, Florida infamously tried to add services
to its tax base, passing an expanded sales tax on services including advertising, legal, accounting and construction. The backlash was immediate—major corporations like Coca-Cola and
Procter & Gamble revoked or reduced their advertising in the
state to protest the tax, while business groups canceled at least
60 conventions there. The tax lasted just six months before it
was repealed. A similar Massachusetts law in 1990 extended its
then 5 percent sales tax to nearly 600 additional services, but that
lasted less than a year before it
was repealed.
A number of states over the
years have added a service tax
here and there—on things like
Massachusetts
dry cleaning, landscaping and
Gov. Deval Patrick
pet grooming. But the bigger,
scrapped the state’s
more powerful service providers have, for the most part, man“tech tax” after
aged to convince their legislators
controversy in 2013.
that their services should not be
taxed.
In the 1980s and 1990s, the
emergence of the technology
sector began to blur the line
between goods and services even
further. Software, for example,
performed a service for the
consumer but was, at that time,
purchased as a product in stores.
State taxation departments concluded that the sale of prewritten
software programs that reside on
a tangible storage medium, like a
CD-ROM, should be considered

FLICKR/WEBNTV
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UP IN THE AIR

taxable. Today, every jurisdiction imposing a sales tax subjects the
sale of prewritten software to taxation. But when it comes to software in other forms, state approaches are far less uniform. A little
more than half of the states now tax software that is downloaded
onto a computer. A handful of states tax all writing or updating
of software.

effort lacked organization from the start. The tech tax was initially included in the budget proposal without consulting the tax
department. When news of it broke and businesses began making
a fuss, legislators consulted the Department of Revenue and others and rewrote it to make it less cumbersome. Or so they thought.
“By the time the legislature was through with it, it didn’t really
resemble any of the changes we’d discussed,” says Pitter, former
director of the department. As passed, the law extended the
commonwealth’s 6.25 percent sales tax to software services. But
in practice, implementing the tax on an industry that was constantly evolving was confusing. Take, for example, third-party
website design. Websites created with
entirely original coding were not taxable, according to the law. But what if
a designer turns around and sells that
software to ﬁve other businesses? The
department dealt with hundreds of
questions along these lines.
As Pitter and her staff were churning out guidance for businesses on how
to apply the new tax, the tech industry awoke from its slumber. This was,
according to Bagley of the Massachusetts
Taxpayers Foundation, an unexpected
“riﬂe shot” from state lawmakers. “Much
of the industry is made up of entrepreneurs,” he says, “and they just don’t pay
attention regularly to Beacon Hill.”
In 2007, the Maryland tech industry had gotten a similar jolt
when the General Assembly passed a computer services tax during a special session held to ﬁx the budget deﬁcit. Much as in
Massachusetts, the approach to the tax was almost haphazard. In
what would be a precursor to Massachusetts’ fate, lawmakers in
2008 repealed the Maryland tax before it could be implemented.
“We never thought the term ‘computer services’ was well-deﬁned
in the ﬁrst place,” says Brian Levine, lobbyist for the Tech Council
of Maryland. “Confusion is one of the biggest detriments to things
like this—what are you taxing, who’s in, who’s out. It’s extremely
confusing.”
Those who oppose these kinds of taxes also say they are unfair
because they target one service or sector. For some, the solution is
to expand the services tax as a whole in the state. But those efforts
have failed just as spectacularly.
With the mobility of tech companies, particularly in East
Coast states, there is talk of ﬁnding a solution at the federal level.
But given the lack of political will in Congress to grant states the
authority to collect taxes on Internet sales, action in greater matters seems unlikely for now.
That leaves states to operate in ever-murkier waters. Given
the experience in Massachusetts and Maryland, and the long
aftermath of Florida’s 1987 attempt to tax services, the prospect
of more decisive legislation looks unlikely in the near future. But
as cloud services continue to grow, states either have to keep trying or forgo millions in revenue. G

he big problem now is with cloud computing, where services and software are stored on a server that could be
anywhere in the country. According to industry reports,
total sales of cloud software in
the U.S. were between $20 billion and
$22 billion in 2012, but states have been
able to capture little of the commerce.
That’s largely due to the fact that the
technology industry does not ﬁt neatly
into traditional state tax categories.
Because businesses can access applications without installing software on
each employee’s computer, companies
can run their entire IT operation without an actual transfer of tangible personal property.
Some state taxation departments try
to ﬁt cloud computing into one of their
existing tax components. But that has
had mixed results. Texas, for example,
issued a ruling in 2012 that concluded cloud computing products
were taxable because they qualiﬁed as a data processing service.
(Texas is one of a handful of states that taxes data processing.)
But when Michigan started taxing remotely accessed software
because it was being used within the state, a court in 2014 overturned that decision. The court held that software accessed
remotely was neither tangible personal property nor “used” by
the taxpayer as deﬁned under Michigan statutes. Further, any prewritten computer software provided to the customer was only an
incidental component of the various services purchased and did
not subject the charges to tax. Pennsylvania similarly began taxing
remotely accessed software; so far, the tax hasn’t been challenged.
The piecemeal approach is frustrating. Tech businesses don’t
like the murkiness of the rulings. Many, for example, criticized
Pennsylvania’s tax as being a contradiction to the department’s
prior rulings on software. Nor do they like wading through a web
of different rules for every state.
Taxation departments are equally perturbed. They are constantly being asked to clarify the state’s tax stance on any number
of issues for a sector that is ever-changing. “The safer way to go
about it is to have a statute,” says Gale Garriott, the Federation of
Tax Administrators’ executive director. “Then you have a legislature dealing with it speciﬁcally, addressing the pros and cons,
and you hold hearings. So when it’s signed into law, it is a very
clear authority to tax.”
That’s what Massachusetts had hoped to do with its broad
tax on technology services. But the law’s swift failure wasn’t
just caused by the political pressure from the industry. The

T

Total sales of cloud
software in the
U.S. were between
$20 billion and
$22 billion in 2012,
but states have
been able to capture
little of the
commerce.
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Problem Solver
Gone for Good
In some localities badly hurting for revenue, public
employment may never return to pre-recession levels.
The public workforce in Hamilton County,
Ohio, has endured a long series of painful
cutbacks in recent years. More than a quarter
of county jobs have disappeared since the
Great Recession began. Most of the employees who have survived went about six years
without pay raises. Even now, windows of
county ofﬁces still aren’t washed, and janitors only stop by a couple of times a week.
Other local governments all across the country have cut their payrolls, of course, and many
still haven’t fully recovered. Total local government
employment nationally remains about a half-million below its 2008 peak. But some governments
have suffered a great deal more than others.
Governing reviewed ﬁnancial documents for
more than 250 of the nation’s distressed larger

cities and counties to identify those recording
the steepest declines in public employment. The
10 localities shedding the largest share of their
workforce lost anywhere from a quarter to slightly
more than half of their employees from peak
levels in recent years. The way these jurisdictions
applied cuts and continued to provide services
offers important lessons in public management.
For Hamilton County, in which Cincinnati is
located, a variety of factors converged. Property
tax revenues took a major hit, as did interest
earnings on the county’s investments. Like other
Ohio localities, Hamilton also incurred declines
in state aid, with state intergovernmental funding down roughly $73 million since 2007.
Drastic measures were imposed as a result.
In the depths of the recession, in 2009 and 2010,

the county didn’t wait for the end of the ﬁscal
year, implementing midyear cuts to departments’
budgets. Across-the-board pay raises, bonuses
and tuition reimbursement all went away. Spending on building maintenance was almost completely eliminated. By last ﬁscal year, Hamilton’s
total revenues were still down about 19 percent
from ﬁscal 2007 after adjusting for inﬂation.
A few cities experiencing years of economic
decline suffered even more severe workforce cuts.
Flint, Mich., has dropped a staggering 55 percent
of its total workforce since ﬁscal 2008—the
largest reduction of any jurisdiction reviewed.
Parks and recreation stafﬁng has declined from
75 employees to the equivalent of just one
full-time employee as most of the work has
been contracted out. Even the number of sworn
police ofﬁcers has been cut by more than half.
Job losses in some of the other hardest-hit
localities can be traced directly to the bursting
of the housing bubble. Chula Vista, Calif., had
enjoyed years of rapid growth. Then development
came to a standstill. The city, which relies signiﬁcantly on property taxes, issued layoff notices in
2007, 2008 and 2009. “As a local government,

Hardest Hit Local Governments

-28%

The following localities lost at least a quarter of their employees when fiscal year 2014
employment is compared to peak levels between 2006 and 2009. Governing reviewed
financial data for more than 250 jurisdictions employing at least 1,000 workers and
characterized by financial distress, steep population loses, high unemployment or
large declines in public employment reflected in Census surveys.

San Jose, Calif.
Wayne County, Mich.

-32% Santa Ana, Calif.
Las Vegas,
-35% North
Nev.

-10 %

0%

-20 %

Fresno, Calif.

-30 %

-40 %

-25%
Rockland County, N.Y.

-31% -34%

-26%

Hamilton County, Ohio
Pembroke Pines, Fla.

-27%

Chula Vista,
Calif.

Detroit, Mich.
Reno, Nev.

Dayton,
Ohio
Hialeah,
Fla.

NOTE: Rockland County figures were compared to fiscal 2013, the most recent data available.
SOURCE: Governing analysis of jurisdictions’ annual financial reports
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| BEHIND THE NUMBERS
By Mike Maciag

it opened our eyes up to [the fact] that you cannot rely on just sales and property taxes,” says
Deputy City Manager Kelley Bacon. In all, Chula
Vista lost about 500 positions, or 31 percent of its
employees, between ﬁscal years 2007 and 2014.
The much larger city of San Jose, Calif.,
dealt with a serious structural deﬁcit, with the
effects of the recession worsened by rising
pension costs. The city has lost 28 percent
of its full- and part-time staff since 2008
and, at one point, imposed 10 percent pay
and beneﬁt cuts on most of its workforce.
Compounding matters for San Jose and some
other highly impacted jurisdictions were civil
service system rules allowing employees whose
positions were cut to displace less tenured staff
holding similar jobs. The San Jose city auditor’s
ofﬁce issued a report ﬁnding that the practice,
commonly known as “bumping,” created poor
matches in ﬁlling positions and disproportionately
affected certain departments. In some cases, the
elimination of a single position meant workers in
multiple departments ended up switching jobs.
Financially distressed local governments
applied cuts unevenly across departments. One

gauge of how workforce reductions played out
is the Census Bureau’s annual survey of public
employment and payroll. Comparing 2007 estimates to the most recent 2013 local government
totals indicates that employees in highway and
judicial/legal job classiﬁcations saw the largest
share of the workforce leave, down 9.6 percent
and 8.1 percent, respectively. Public safety personnel, by comparison, were generally cut only as
a last resort. Local police agencies expanded their
ranks of full-time equivalent ofﬁcers by 1 percent
between 2007 and 2013, although they did
eliminate more than 22,000 nonsworn positions.
Many local government agencies suffered
serious employee cutbacks just as demand
for their services was increasing. Perhaps the
most conspicuous example is social services.
Despite the added burden placed on these
agencies in the recession years, Census ﬁgures
show that local government employment in the
social welfare category declined 6.5 percent.
State funding cuts forced Hamilton County’s
Job & Family Services department to shed
nearly half its staff over about two years, so
the agency sought out any efﬁciencies it could

ﬁnd. County Administrator Christian Sigman
says he challenged department heads to run
operations more like a business. “We just had
to react to it,” Sigman says. Far more appointments and applications for public assistance
are now handled over the phone or the Internet
rather than through in-person meetings.
Contrary to the popular cliché, it’s not
always possible to do more with less. “In
some cases, creativity runs out when you
don’t have enough resources,” says Elizabeth
Kellar, president of the Center for State and
Local Government Excellence. Many of the
localities identiﬁed as having the largest personnel reductions reported low morale, higher
turnover and increased use of sick time.
Like ofﬁcials in other hard-hit jurisdictions, Sigman doesn’t expect his workforce to
return to pre-recession levels anytime soon.
But he says the county has learned to adapt
to the new reality. “Quite frankly, I don’t want
those days back,” he says. “We’re now a
leaner and more engaged organization.” G
Email mmaciag@governing.com

Where Cuts Occurred
Cuts to public payrolls have not been applied evenly. This chart shows total aggregate
changes in U.S. local government employment between 2007 and 2013 for various
larger job classifications.
Flint, Mich.

-55%

Water Supply
Higher Education
Fire Protection
Hospitals
Financial Administration
Local Libraries
Corrections
Police Protection
Sewerage
Elementary & Secondary Education
Transit
Housing and Community Development
Health
Parks and Recreation
Solid Waste Management
Public Welfare
Judicial and Legal
Highways

,

0%

-50 %

View additional data on
government personnel cutbacks
at governing.com/govcuts

Percent Change:

-10%

-8%

-6%

-4%

-2%

0

2%

4%

SOURCE: Governing analysis of 2007 Census of Governments, 2013 Annual Survey of Public Employment & Payroll
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Problem Solver

| SMART MANAGEMENT
By Katherine Barrett and Richard Greene

The Value of Coaching
States and localities do little to measure the success of training programs.
n human resources, it’s an article of
faith that training is valuable,” says
Bob Lavigna, assistant vice chancellor
for Human Resources at the University of Wisconsin–Madison. At the same
time, there’s little question that training
budgets are one step from the guillotine
when states are under ﬁscal pressure.
Are there any ways the HR community can protect its training dollars? You
would think that one solution would be
providing the legislature with clear evidence that the training has real value—
best of all when the value exceeds the
costs. Unfortunately, although a handful
of states and localities have made small
forays in this direction, this kind of performance measurement is practically
nonexistent in most jurisdictions. “We
haven’t done the research to make state
legislatures hesitate to reduce training,”
Lavigna says.
Strong performance measurements
wouldn’t be an inoculation against budget cuts, of course. As Sara Wilson, director of Virginia’s Department of Human
Resource Management, says, “Even when
state officials fully understand the value
of training, when push comes to shove, it
can still wind up on the chopping block.”
But we feel conﬁdent that a performance
measurement effort can help persuade
some legislators.
If it doesn’t derail budget cuts, at least
investigating the beneﬁts of training programs can be a powerful management
tool for improving them.
In most states, the only evaluations
of training are surveys done with newly
trained employees. These ask whether
the employees liked the instructor, got
what they wanted to out of the effort,
thought it was a valuable use of their time
and so on. To be sure, these surveys can
be useful. But, says Harry Hatry, director
of the Public Management Program at the

Urban Institute, “They don’t get much at
the value of training.”
Perhaps the most authoritative work
about evaluating training was done by
Donald Kirkpatrick, professor emeritus
at the University of Wisconsin. Back as
far as 1959, he published an evaluation
model that is still held in high respect in
the HR community. He argued that there
were four levels of evaluation available
for training, each more valuable than the
one before.
Level one was “reaction,” and that’s
precisely what most states and cities do
in the surveys they conduct right after
the training. Number two is “learning,”
which is the effort in some states to conduct tests identifying the actual information imparted in a training program.
Number three looks at how employee
behavior changes. Number four—and
this is what we’re really getting at here—
is what Kirkpatrick calls “results.” This
would tell employers exactly what the
training has delivered in terms of outcomes that beneﬁt the employees and
the taxpayers.

SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

‘I

Number four is kind of the Holy Grail
for evaluating training. As Craig Kibbe,
deputy director of human resources in
Kansas, puts it, he would like to have that
data “because if the budget gets cut, I can
go back and see the consequences.”
Unfortunately, there doesn’t appear to
be a single state that goes back six months
or a year after training in order to see what
the actual societal beneﬁts of a training
program were. Why not? In Kansas’ case,
agencies are very decentralized and that
makes it difficult to implement this kind of
enterprisewide approach. In other states,
the legislatures simply aren’t interested
in yielding the power to make the easiest cuts; they don’t want too many facts
messing up the equation. Then, of course,
there’s the cost of the effort. As with many
good ideas in the world of performance
evaluation, there tends to be minimal recognition that spending to understand the
beneﬁts of spending can save money in the
long term.
That said, a few states, such as Virginia and Tennessee, have taken some
steps in the right direction.
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2015 EVENTS &
CONFERENCES

INFLUENCE

BUILD
CONNECT

2015

Hyatt Regency Savannah

National Association for
Program Information
and Performance
Measurement Annual
Education Conference

IT Solutions Management for
Human Services Annual
Conference
Sharing Innovative Solutions,
Connecting IT Professionals,
Collaborating with Private
Sector Partners

Enhancing the Integrity and
Outcomes of Human
Service Programs

National Staff Development
and Training Association
Annual Conference
Sharing Ideas and Resources on
Organizational Development,
Staff Development and Training

Renaissance Seattle Hotel

Renaissance Seattle Hotel

American Association of
Public Welfare Attorneys
Annual Training and Education
Conference

American Association of
SNAP Directors Annual
Education Conference
Strengthening Long Term Family
Health and Well-Being

Attorneys Sharing Knowledge
and Promoting Innovation

Join Us

www.APHSA.org
@APHSA1

AT THESE INNOVATIVE EVENTS
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| BETTER GOVERNMENT
By Mark Funkhouser

The Fiscal Issue That Matters Most

In Tennessee, the state’s HR Commissioner Rebecca Hunter has focused
on the importance of learning and development. A few years ago, after the state
brought in its ﬁrst “chief learning officer,”
Trish Holliday, it started making changes.
Now, 12 months after a training program
is administered for classes of 120 up-andcoming leaders in the state, a survey is
conducted of both participants and their
supervisors. The idea is to gain a sense of
the actual improvement in capacity and
skills of the workers who received the
training in the ﬁrst place.

At Governing’s Summit on the Cost of Government last September, I asked a group of
city, county and state chief ﬁnancial officers what they saw as the biggest challenge
facing their governments. Every member of the group said it was public pensions. I
have a great deal of respect for these individuals. They are dedicated public servants,
and many of them are far more knowledgeable about state and local government
ﬁnance than I am. But I think they’re wrong. I think the No. 1 challenge facing state
and local governments is infrastructure, not pensions.
First, the dollar estimates for the infrastructure deﬁcit are simply larger than
those for pensions. Don Boyd and Peter Kiernan, in a January 2014 paper, pegged
the underfunding of state and local government deﬁned-beneﬁt pension systems
at $2 trillion to $3 trillion. That’s a lot of money for sure, but the American Society
of Civil Engineers estimated the country’s infrastructure deﬁcit at $3.6 trillion, and
that was back in 2013.
Second, infrastructure issues are comparatively pervasive, even if they vary by
type across the country—the need, for example, for water-related infrastructure
in California and the Southwest or for ﬁxing aging bridges and rail systems in the
Northeast. As for pensions, Alicia Munnell, director of the Center for Retirement
Research at Boston College, points out that many plans are well funded and argues
that we should “dispense with some of the hysteria.”
Finally, the consequences of not coming to grips with the infrastructure challenge
seem more dire for the country as a whole. There is, of course, the very real threat to
life and property. Beyond that is the loss of economic competitiveness. Governments
with modern, well maintained infrastructure are going to enable their businesses to
operate more efficiently and their citizens to enjoy a better quality of life.
I see two reasons why pension problems may have captured the attention of policymakers. There are those who have made it their mission to call attention to pension
problems because it ﬁts a small-government ideological agenda. The real abuses that
have occurred, such as pension “spiking” in some plans and the abject failure of some
governments—notably Illinois and New Jersey—to manage their pension systems
with any ﬁscal discipline, have given plenty of fuel to those folks. And ﬁxing pensions
by cutting beneﬁts and making public employees pay more into them is simply easier
than ﬁnding the new money needed to invest in infrastructure.
My hope is that CFOs and other government ﬁnance experts will consider these
arguments and use their inﬂuence to heighten government’s focus on infrastructure.
The issues confronting pensions, while not trivial, are manageable. But while you
may be able to pass a law to better fund a pension by sticking it to public employees,
infrastructure is different: You cannot repeal the laws of physics. G

“

Investigating
the beneﬁts of
training programs
can be a powerful
management tool for
improving them.”

It’s pretty clear to us that measuring
the value of training is worthwhile. But
our conversation with the Urban Institute’s Hatry helped to bring our hopes
and dreams a little more in line with reality (a typical phenomenon). He points to
potential issues with this kind of work.
For one thing, whatever the seeming
beneﬁts of training may be, it’s difficult to
discern a direct cause and effect. There
may be any number of other factors causing the change. Then too it would take a
rather complex methodology to evaluate
training programs that may be as short
as a one-hour webinar or as long as six
months of regular training sessions.
Hatry’s points are valid. But should
they get in the way of examining the beneﬁts of training? We don’t think so. Most of
the time even debatable measures are better than none. If they make people think
hard about what they’re doing, they’ve
accomplished something valuable. G

FLICKR/STEVE

It’s not public pensions. It’s infrastructure, and here’s why.

Email mfunkhouser@governing.com

Email greenebarrett@gmail.com
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Lower overhead
makes business better.
We’ll help you with energy saving upgrades for
your business. With lower energy costs your
business will be stronger than ever.
Find ways to save at
ngrid.com/business
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Problem Solver

| TECH TALK
By Tod Newcombe

Make IT Interesting
New CIOs need to learn the importance of marketing technology to leadership.
hen Doug Robinson meets
an incoming IT director,
he often has to provide
a reality check. “I tell all
new CIOs that information technology
is not important to governors; it’s only
interesting.”
Robinson, executive director of the
National Association of State Chief Information Officers (NASCIO), has had to do
that a lot lately. Between appointments
by new governors, changes in existing
administrations, and resignations and
retirements, there are 14 new state CIOs
this year. And they’ve arrived at a time
when the use of IT has never been as
important as it is now.
Fortunately, CIOs have a golden
opportunity to show how investments in
technology can make state and local government more responsive as well as more
efficient. Some states, like Utah, have
moved quickly to offer citizens new online
services. Others are beginning to take
advantage of cloud technology. A growing number of states are using high-end
analytics software to sift through mounds
of data to ferret out tax fraud or improve
the performance of a state program, such
as human services.
Still, CIOs must confront a number
of challenges if they hope to modernize
state government. First, there’s the perception that technology costs too much.
Complex procurement rules have created an environment in which states rely
on large-scale technology projects. These
mega projects take too long to develop,
end up costing more than was budgeted,
and either fail to perform as expected or
don’t work at all.
Then there’s cybersecurity. The threat
of data breaches has become a major concern among state CIOs. The best defense
against cyberthreats is seen by CIOs as a
combination of the latest technology and

a well trained staff. But states can’t compete against the private sector when it
comes to offering top-dollar salaries for
skilled cybersecurity specialists, who are
in high demand.
Indeed, maintaining a well trained
staff of technology engineers and managers may be the biggest challenge for CIOs.
Low pay and hiring freezes, coupled with
a wave of retirements, has left many state
IT departments struggling to ﬁnd qualiﬁed candidates who are willing to work
in government.

W

told Public CIO (Governing’s sister publication). “Anyone who hasn’t been in state
government before is going to have a simpliﬁed view of what is involved.”
There are a few ways to keep the legislature, governor and other state leadership interested in IT matters. To start, it
helps to get some small wins early—solid
accomplishments in year one show governors and legislatures a CIO’s leadership ability and business acumen. When
troubled projects are involved, CIOs need
to be transparent and honest. They also

“

It helps when selling a project to speak
in business terms, not tech jargon. “Very rarely
do [governors] want to talk about IT projects,”
NASCIO’s Robinson says.

While there’s no single answer to
all these problems, it does help if state
CIOs have the authority, oversight and
governor’s attention when it comes to
how they invest in and use technology.
The most successful CIOs are those
who have a close relationship with their
governor. It is even better if the CIO is
also a member of the governor’s cabinet,
says John Thomas Flynn, a former state
CIO for California and Massachusetts.
Just more than half of state CIOs report
directly to their governor, according to
NASCIO’s Robinson.
CIOs also need a good working relationship with state legislatures. When
Darryl Ackley became New Mexico’s
CIO and secretary of the Department of
Information Technology in 2011, he was
surprised by how steep the learning curve
was in terms of working with the body. “I
considered myself reasonably familiar
with the process, but boy was I not,” he

should take care to learn from their predecessors. And it helps CIOs when selling
a project to speak in business terms, not
tech jargon. Robinson mentioned “innovation,” “reform” and “broadband” as the
kind of terminology that resonates with
governors. “Very rarely do they want to
talk about IT projects,” he says.
At the same time, however, new CIOs
also need to explain to their leaders that
technology is changing. “It’s less about
owning computers,” he says, “and more
about brokering computer services that
can help states perform better.”
What doesn’t work, says Robinson, is
when CIOs are perceived as managers
who work behind the scenes. “What’s
important,” he says, “is that today’s CIO
be recognized as a business leader and
adviser when it comes to information
technology.” G
Email tnewcombe@governing.com
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Problem Solver

| PUBLIC MONEY
By Justin Marlowe

Modernizing Taxes
Can revenue raising enter the 21st century?
ax modernization” was a
cism, of course, is that without the right
tax systems were outmoded long before
trending topic in this year’s
kind of transparency, this new technolthe advent of the information economy.
state legislative sessions. It
ogy can actually obfuscate who’s paying
Connecticut was the last state to adopt a
joins “tax efficiency” and “tax
which taxes.
tax on earned income, in 1991. Vermont
fairness” as the latest benign-sounding
Others believe tax modernization
was the last to adopt a statewide sales tax,
way to talk about the thorny issue of who
in 1969. Most local governments added
means applying the tax instruments we
have in new ways. Most state and local tax
will pay for state and local government.
sales taxes prior to 1985. State and local
Modernization is tricky because differsystems were designed for a 19th-century
revenue systems have been remarkably
ent sides of tax policy debates deploy it to
manufacturing economy. They don’t work
staid, despite big changes in the broader
mean different things. To some, it means
for today’s service-driven, electronic,
economy.
state and local governments should colglobal economy. So how do we update
Diversiﬁcation also seems lost on voters. In fact, state and local revenues are
lect taxes more efficiently. To others,
those systems? By applying the sales tax
remarkably undiversiﬁed. According to
it means we should apply the taxes we
to the services and “intangible” sectors
have in new ways. A third
recent Census data, about
group equates a modern
75 percent of local governments get more than 75
revenue system with one
percent of their tax revthat enlists lots of differenue from two revenue
ent types of taxes. Each
sources, usually property
of these groups envisions
and sales taxes. States
a unique tax system, but
are just as dependent on
you need them all on
sales taxes and income
board to get meaningful
taxes, but not for lack of
policy change. Tax modernization is a nice way to
trying. Oregon has put a
tie all three perspectives
statewide sales tax to vottogether.
ers nine times since 1933.
But here’s the probCountless other states and
localities have also tried
lem: When you look at
the evidence, you see that
and tried again to diveronly one of these three
sify. Voters in those states
perspectives has a chance. Tax departments handle millions of returns every year. Many need
seem OK with putting
Liberals and conserva- a better way to manage collections.
their proverbial revenue
tives alike agree that tax
eggs in one or two baskets.
systems can be much fairer and far more
of the economy (see “Up In the Air,” page
So if past is prologue, tax modernizaefficient. We can automate tax bill pay50). By phasing out taxes that are expention has a chance, but only if it’s deﬁned
sive to collect but don’t produce much
to mean making the system we have work
ment systems. We can streamline how
efficiently. Folks on the right can stop callrevenue. By adopting the Streamlined
governments collect and manage taxpayer data. We can build in sophisticated
ing revenue modernization efforts “tax
Sales Tax and other reforms that make
data-tracking systems to detect fraud.
increases.” Those on the left who want
sales tax systems more uniform across
When these changes happen, taxpayers
to grab new revenue can stop calling it
states. Tennessee Gov. Bill Haslam’s
are more likely to get the correct tax bill,
“modernization.” Instead, maybe we can
proposed Revenue Modernization Act
to pay their fair share and to know their
all agree that the future is really about
is probably the best recent example of a
neighbors are paying their fair share.
making the system we’ve always had as
reform package tailored mostly to this
Chicago, Hawaii, West Virginia and many
notion of modernization.
efficient and transparent as possible. G
other governments have recently taken
It’s hard to make this argument resoup this style of modernization. The critiEmail jmarlowe@washington.edu
nate with voters. This might be because
SHUTTERSTOCK.COM
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Meaningful Engagement Matters.
Five cities enter the City Accelerator to adopt
new practices that better engage low-income
residents in civic life and public decision-making.
Follow their progress at www.governing.com/cityaccelerator

A special initiative of:

Presented by:

Supported by:

The City Accelerator is an initiative to speed the adoption of local government
innovations to improve cities and the lives of their low-income residents.
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Last Look

LEAH NASH

Dead Head. Girl Scout Cookies II. Skywalker. Blue Magoo. Pot of
Gold. These are just a few of the names of the product that a team
of about 10 government employees hawks seven days a week from a
renovated storage barn in North Bonneville, Wash. Just two months
old, The Cannabis Corner is the nation’s ﬁrst municipally owned
pot store. Struggling ﬁnancially, the city of 1,000—located along the
Columbia River and just 40 miles from Portland, Ore.—is hoping
to make a proﬁt selling little baggies of weed at $12 to $20 a pop. A
public development authority like the one that runs Seattle’s Pike
Place Market operates the store. The ﬁve-member board makes
all the business decisions and plans to use any proﬁts to fund
community projects. The Cannabis Corner has a distinct advantage
over its competitors: Because it’s run by the government, it doesn’t
have to pay federal taxes. For now, North Bonneville is the only city
in the pot business. But that could soon change. Four states have
legalized pot and are setting up marketplaces to sell it—Alaska,
Colorado, Oregon and Washington. Another ﬁve states are expected
to vote on legalization in 2016. —Elizabeth Daigneau
GOVERNING | Ju n e 2 0 1 5
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Budget cuts anyone
would approve.
15% discount for government employees.
Applies to select regularly priced Sprint monthly service.

Switch to Sprint, turn in your current phone, and
register and upload your last bill. We’ll pay off your
contract and whatever you owe on your phone via
an American Express® Reward Card.
To verify eligibility or learn more:

Visit sprint.com/save
Call 866-639-8354

May Req. Activ. Fee: $36/line. Credit approval req. Contract Buy Out Offer: Offer ends 7/9/15. Consumer, SDP and CL lines purchasing a new device with: Sprint Easy Pay, Sprint
Lease, iPhone for Life Plan, at full MSRP, or Certified Pre-Owned and porting the new line on a service plan. Amount based on ETF (early termination fee) charged or remaining
balance on install-bill device (excludes prepaid devices). All lines must be ported from an active wireless line at another carrier and remain active and in good standing to receive the
American Express Reward Card. Requires you turn in your current competitor phone associated with the installment billing balance or ETF submitted to Sprint. Important: If you do
not turn in the correct device in good working order (i.e. phone powers on, screen is intact, no broken, cracked or missing pieces. iPhones must have activation lock disabled), you
will be charged up to the amount of the Reward Card provided to you. You must register and submit your final bill showing your ETF or installment balance within 60 days of switching
to Sprint. Allow approximately 15 days after registration approval for your Reward Card to arrive. Register at sprint.com/joinsprint after your registration has been approved. Excludes
100+ Corporate-liable, upgrades, replacements and ports made between Sprint entities or providers associated with Sprint (i.e., Virgin Mobile USA, Boost Mobile, and Assurance).
Reward Card: Terms and conditions apply to Reward Cards. See Cardholder Agreement or visit www.americanexpress.com/sprint for details. Subject to applicable law, a $3.00
monthly service fee applies beginning in the seventh month after Card issuance. Card is issued by American Express Prepaid Card Management Corporation. American Express is
not the sponsor of this promotion. Gov't Employee Discount: Avail. for eligible employees of gov't agencies participating in the discount program (ongoing verification). Discount
may be subject to change and is available upon request for monthly svc charges. Discount only applies to Talk 450 and primary line on Talk Share 700; and data svc for Sprint Family
Share Pack, Sprint $60 Unlimited Plan, Unlimited, My Way, Unlimited Plus Plan and Sprint Family Share Plus plans. Not avail. with no credit check offers or Mobile Hotspot add-on.
Other Terms: Offers and coverage not available everywhere or for all devices/networks. Restrictions apply. See store or sprint.com for details. ©2015 Sprint. All rights reserved. Sprint
and the logo are trademarks of Sprint. Other marks are the property of their respective owners.
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